There is accruing evidence which indicates that actively making music can contribute to the enhancement of a range of non-musical skills and lead to other beneficial outcomes. Research continues to explore the circumstances under which these benefits may occur.

A recent review of the evidence from neuroscience suggests that early engagement may be important (before the age of seven), the length of musical engagement and commitment to it, the type of training, and the instrument learned. The quality of teaching is also crucial as to whether any benefits are realised. When teaching is poor there may be no benefits and negative outcomes.

The common characteristics of musical programmes which are beneficial are emerging. They need to be highly interactive and enjoyable with opportunities for: developing new skills and performing; acquiring cultural capital; developing interpersonal bonds and solidarity in pursuing shared goals; on-going intensity and frequency of contact; developing mutual respect; and recognition and rewards for excellence.

Receiving positive affirmation from others relating to musical activities, particularly performance is crucial in enhancing self-beliefs whatever the age of the participants. If performances are in high status cultural venues the impact is enhanced.

The research undertaken to date suggests that:

- active engagement with making music should start early for the greatest benefits to be realised;
- engagement needs to be sustained over a long period of time to maximise the benefits;
- the activities need to include group work;
- opportunities need to be available for performance;
- the quality of teaching needs to be high;
- the curriculum needs to be broadly based including activities related to pitch and rhythm, singing, instrumental work, composition and improvisation, and the reading of notation;
- to have a positive impact on disaffected and at-risk young people, the musical activities need to be in a genre with which they can relate.
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Executive Summary

The development of electronic media in the latter part of the 20th Century revolutionised access to and use of music in our everyday lives. Music now plays a key role in the lives of most people, particularly adolescents, and is frequently used to manipulate emotions and moods.

Neuroscientific research has demonstrated the way in which the cerebral cortex self-organises in response to external stimuli and the learning activities engaged in by individuals. The brain responds quickly to engagement with musical activities but permanent and substantial reorganisation of brain functioning takes considerable time. The evidence from neuroscience suggests that each individual has a specific ‘learning biographical’ which is reflected in the way the brain processes information. Active engagement with music has a significant impact on brain structure and function. The changes reflect what has been learned and how it has been learned and influence the extent to which developed skills are able to transfer to other activities.

Transfer of learning

The transfer of learning from one domain to another depends on the similarities between the processes involved. Transfer can be near or far and is stronger and more likely to occur if it is near. Low road transfer depends on automated skills and is relatively spontaneous and automatic, while high road transfer requires reflection and conscious processing. Some musical skills (near and low road) are more likely to transfer than others including the perceptual processing of sound, fine motor skills, emotional sensitivity, conceptions of relationships between written materials and sound and memorisation of extended information. Far transfer may occur in relation to the impact of making music on intelligence and attainment, while high road transfer may also occur in relation to self-regulatory and meta-cognitive skills.

Methodological issues

Research exploring the ways in which active engagement with music impacts beyond the development of musical skills has been undertaken.
within a number of disciplines and paradigms using a wide range of designs and methods. Much of this research cannot demonstrate the direction of causality. Despite this all of the research has the potential to make a contribution to our developing understanding of the nature of transfer of musical expertise to other domains and skills, albeit in different ways. An inclusive research strategy was adopted in accessing the literature for this paper. Academic data bases relevant to neuroscience, psychology, education and music in addition to web-based searches to locate relevant grey literature were searched. Analysis of located documents frequently led to further relevant material.

**Aural perception and language skills**

There is considerable and compelling evidence that musical training sharpens the brain’s early encoding of sound leading to enhanced performance on a range of listening and aural processing skills. Active engagement with music in childhood produces structural changes in the brain which are related to the processing of sound. These changes can develop over quite short periods of time. The quality of aural encoding is related to the amount of musical training and the nature of the requirements of specific instruments.

The enhanced perceptual skills of musicians play a role in the development of language skills. The auditory expertise gained over years of music training fine-tunes the auditory system. Those who have had musical training demonstrate enhanced speech perception on a wide range of different tasks and have advantages in other language related skills.

Early musical training in infants and pre-school children develops the auditory cortex and leads to enhanced discrimination between sounds. There is causal evidence of the role of music training and less formal musical activities in shaping the development of important neural auditory skills. These benefits have been demonstrated with a range of different groups of children.

**The development of phonological skills:** Active engagement with music plays a major role in developing aural perceptual processing systems which facilitate the encoding and identification of speech sounds and patterns; the earlier the exposure and the greater the length of participation the greater the impact. Transfer of these skills is automatic and there is now accumulating evidence that this contributes not only to language development but also to literacy.
The development of literacy skills

Reading: Phonological awareness is an important precursor to early reading. Word decoding is strongly associated with auditory skills, while reading comprehension requires basic word decoding skills as well as higher-level cognitive processes such as memory and attention. Correlation studies suggest that there are relationships between musical activities and the various skills related to literacy including verbal and auditory working memory. Where research has attempted to demonstrate causality in relation to reading the findings have been mixed. Musical training may have a differential impact on decoding and comprehension.

Research focusing on children experiencing difficulties with reading has generally had positive outcomes. Musical interventions focusing on developing rhythmic skills seem to have the greatest impact.

Where musical activities involve learning to read notation there may be direct transfer to reading text as many underlying principles are similar for the two activities.

While the precise nature of the relationships between musical training and reading skills are currently unclear there is sufficient accruing evidence to suggest that musical training which supports the development of pitch and rhythmic skills supports the development of fluent reading leading to enhanced comprehension.

Spelling: There has been little focus on the impact of active engagement with music on spelling in comparison with reading. Such evidence as there is suggests that musical training can support the development of spelling skills but there is too little research to draw any firm conclusions.

Writing: There have been few studies focusing on the relationships between active engagement with music and writing and the evidence from them is mixed.

Aural and visual memory

Musical training has been found to have long-term positive effects on auditory memory. Children with musical training have significantly better verbal learning and retention abilities. The evidence related to visual memory is mixed. This may be because of the different methods used
and the nature of the musical training particularly the extent to which it involves learning to read musical notation.

**Spatial reasoning and mathematical performance**

**Spatial Abilities:** The evidence for the impact of active engagement with music on spatial reasoning is compelling. One review of 15 studies found a 'strong and reliable' relationship with differences comparable to one inch in height. The effects seem to be stronger when musical training is early and there is a focus on rhythm.

**Mathematical performance:** The evidence for the impact of musical activity on mathematics performance is mixed, although there is positive evidence from intervention studies with children particularly where musical concepts are used to support the understanding of fractions. Musical training may support some elements of learning mathematics more than others. Playing an instrument seems to have a greater impact than other activities and the length of engagement and level of commitment are also important.

**Intellectual development**

Research which has adopted a retrospective approach to studying the relationship between active engagement with music and intelligence has found enhanced performance from musicians on a range of intellectual skills. However, these studies do not address the issue of causality. Those who take up playing musical instruments may have higher IQ scores in the first place, although the evidence regarding this is mixed.

Intervention studies with children have shown that active engagement with music impacts on IQ scores, particularly on elements related to spatial reasoning. If the quality of music tuition is poor and unstructured there is no impact. The evidence suggests that the longer the training the greater the impact and that the relationships between musical training and intelligence remain when a range of confounding variables related to family background are taken into account.

**Executive functioning and self-regulation**

Executive functioning and self-regulation may act as mediators of the impact of musical engagement on intelligence. Playing a musical instrument, particularly in an ensemble requires many sub-skills associated
with executive functioning including sustained attention, goal-directed behaviour and cognitive flexibility. Formal music practice involves cognitive challenge, controlled attention for long periods of time, keeping musical passages in working memory or encoding them into long-term memory and decoding musical scores and translating them into motor programmes.

Evidence from neuroscience research has shown that there are differences in the frontal cortex of musicians and non-musicians, the area of the brain which is implicated in the regulation of attention.

Intervention studies have shown greater improvements in children in music groups in some executive functions as compared with controls.

Participation in formal early music education classes is linked with better self-regulation skills in infants and pre-school children. Intervention studies with older adults support this.

Overall, the jury is still out on the possible impact of music training on executive functions and their relationship with measured intelligence, although it is clear that some elements of executive functioning are enhanced by musical training.

**Creativity**

Musicians score higher on tests of creativity than non-musicians. Music intervention studies with young children have found enhanced creativity, the greater the engagement with music the stronger the relationship.

The development of creative skills is likely to be particularly dependent on the type of musical engagement. Where the music making is creative e.g. improvisation the effects are likely to be stronger.

**General attainment**

The evidence from correlation studies suggests that children who experience musical training have advantages across all school subjects except sport even after general intelligence is controlled for. However, the relationship may not be causal as more able children may be more attracted to musical activities.
Evidence from music intervention studies has tended to show enhanced attainment from participants, although there are exceptions.

High quality musical activities seem to affect aspirations which enhance motivation and subsequently attainment. Research with a range of disadvantaged groups supports this.

**Music and personality**

Personality factors may act as mediators in the transfer of skills. While there are personality differences between musicians playing different instruments many musicians exhibit high levels of conscientiousness. Musicians are also more open to new experiences than others.

**Educational motivation and re-engagement of the disaffected**

A small number of studies have demonstrated that engagement with music is related to positive attitudes towards school and better attendance.

There is evidence that musical activities can be effective in re-engaging disaffected students including those in the criminal justice system.

Music offers the potential for enhanced self-efficacy, self-esteem and self-concept, improvements in mood, reduced anger, increased motivation and improved behaviour. The impact is in part mediated by the extent that young people have ownership of the music. This varies across contexts and is influenced by a range of factors, including the skills and approaches of those leading projects.

Research with young people not in education, employment or training (NEETs) has indicated that participants’ self-confidence and aspirations are enhanced following active engagement with making music. Outcomes include increased motivation to engage in education, employment, or voluntary activity including gaining qualifications, heightened aspirations, and a more positive attitude towards learning. Participants also develop a range of transferable skills.

The context within which such projects operate is important in their success as are the musical genres focused on and the quality of the musical facilitators.
Social cohesion and inclusion

Music offers opportunities for social bonding and cultural coherence. There is growing evidence that musical synchrony creates social cohesion and increased affiliation in infants and adults. Cohesion in classes in schools can be enhanced through extending music making activities leading to better social adjustment and more positive attitudes. These effects seem to be particularly marked for low ability, disaffected pupils.

Group music making has been shown to contribute to feelings of social inclusion; the more frequent the engagement in social musical activities the more socially included children feel.

Music has been used successfully to support the social inclusion of refugee children.

Group music making offers the opportunity to engage in wider cultural experiences, explore new ideas, places and perspectives and support social cohesion through broadening experience.

Participating in group music making may encourage tolerance and the development of social ethics.

Pro-social behaviour and team work

There is evidence of the impact of group music making on pro-social behaviour in children across the age range and adults. Collective music making supports co-operation, pro-social behaviour, belongingness, relationships, collaborative learning, social advancement, group identity, solidarity, taking turns, teamwork and helping others.

Cross community music education projects have been effective in addressing prejudice amongst young people. The specific contexts of each setting can set limits on what can be achieved.

Positive social relationships and the development of trust and respect are crucial for the functioning of small musical groups.

Empathy and emotional intelligence

Participation in active music making may increase the development of empathy and emotional sensitivity in children.
Musicians tend to have higher trait emotional intelligence (a behavioural trait) than others but not ability emotional intelligence (skill in processing emotional information and using it in everyday life).

**Psychological well-being**

The benefits of active engagement with music in relation to psychological well-being across the lifespan are well documented. Music is increasingly being recognised for its beneficial effects on physical health and wellbeing.

People from a range of different backgrounds can experience benefits to their emotional and physical well-being from making music with an increased sense of self-worth, enhanced social skills and wider social networks.

Babies born premature or underweight can benefit from the stimulation of music reducing inconsolable crying and leading to improvement in physiological measures including heart rate, respiration rate, oxygen saturation and mean arterial pressure.

Music therapy with hospitalized infants has shown robust results in relation to infants’ capacity to self-regulate and engage in social interaction. Parent-infant interactions and communication can benefit from joint musical activities.

Research with disadvantaged and disabled children and their parents has demonstrated benefits in terms of parent and child behaviours, parent-reported irritable parenting, educational activities in the home, parent mental health, child communication and social play skills.

Musical activities can lead to a sense of accomplishment, enhanced determination and persistence and of children being better able to cope with anger and express their emotions more effectively. There are also reported benefits in terms of discipline, time management, relaxation, coping with difficulties, communication, and the ability to work with others.

Research with ‘looked after children’ has shown that engagement in high quality music-making projects can support the development of resilience when dealing with the challenges that they face. Music-making can contribute to improved negotiation skills, co-operative working and
learning to trust peers. It also provides respite from problems and opportunities for having fun.

Music making can play a role in supporting the healing of those who have been traumatized. Creative musical activities can benefit children who have experienced war promoting the development of self-esteem, trust and identity.

**Personal development and self-beliefs**

Active engagement with music can support the development of musical and other identities and impact on self-beliefs. Depending on the nature of feedback received from others these may be positive or negative. Most of the evidence supports the positive impact of music on self-esteem and self-confidence. Opportunities to perform and receive positive feedback are important in this process.

Intervention studies have shown that school-based music classes can prevent a decline in global self-esteem measures.

Most evaluations of programmes for disadvantaged children point to the positive impact on self-beliefs. This is attributed to recognition by participants of their own abilities and these being acknowledged by families and friends.

Group music making can act as a vehicle for change for children with behavioural problems leading to reductions in aggression and improvement in self-esteem. There is also evidence of positive benefits for children with autism and a range of special educational needs.

**Music and health**

There is increasing interest in the role of music in enhancing health. The impact of music on psychological wellbeing and subsequently good health is largely, although not exclusively, through the emotions it evokes which can be wide ranging.

Music has a particular role in the reduction of stress and anxiety and related to this the reduction of pain and the strengthening of the immune system.
Many health benefits are reported from adult participants in music making. It is likely that these benefits also apply to young people and children.

Music in hospitals has been used effectively to promote the well-being of young patients enhancing relaxation, providing distraction and helping them to cope with their hospital experiences. In some cases music making can reduce or remove the need for sedation.

There are benefits of music making to the families of children in hospital. Parents value being able to participate in musical activities with their child as this enables them to share the hospital experience.

**Physical development**

There is relatively little research exploring the impact of active engagement with making music on physical development despite the fact that children and adults frequently respond to music with movement.

Neuroscientific research has shown that extensive instrumental music training affects the anatomy of the brain with greater gray matter volumes in motor-related areas.

Using rhythmic accompaniment to support physical education programmes can improve performance.

Learning to play an instrument improves fine motor skills particularly when training commences before the age of seven.

**Conclusions**

There is accruing evidence which indicates that actively making music can contribute to the enhancement of a range of non-musical skills and lead to other beneficial outcomes.

Research continues to explore the circumstances under which these benefits may occur. A recent review of the evidence from neuroscience suggests that early engagement may be important (before the age of seven), the length of musical engagement and commitment to it, the type of training, and the instrument learned. The quality of teaching is also crucial as to whether any benefits are realised. When teaching is poor there may be no benefits and negative outcomes.
The common characteristics of musical programmes which are beneficial are emerging. They need to be highly interactive and enjoyable with opportunities for: developing new skills and performing; acquiring cultural capital; developing interpersonal bonds and solidarity in pursuing shared goals; on-going intensity and frequency of contact; developing mutual respect; and recognition and rewards for excellence. Receiving positive affirmation from others relating to musical activities, particularly performance is crucial in enhancing self-beliefs whatever the age of the participants. If performances are in high status cultural venues the impact is enhanced.

**Implications for education**

The research undertaken to date suggests that:

- active engagement with making music should start early for the greatest benefits to be realised;
- engagement needs to be sustained over a long period of time to maximise the benefits;
- the activities need to include group work;
- opportunities need to be available for performance;
- the quality of teaching needs to be high;
- the curriculum needs to be broadly based including activities related to pitch and rhythm, singing, instrumental work, composition and improvisation, and the reading of notation;
- to have a positive impact on disaffected and at-risk young people, the musical activities need to be in a genre with which they can relate.
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a research synthesis on the impact of actively making music on the intellectual, social and personal development of children and young people
The development of electronic media in the latter part of the 20th century revolutionised access to and use of music in our everyday lives. We can turn on the radio, play a CD, download music from the internet onto an iPod, or listen to music on video or TV with very little effort. This has not always been the case. Prior to these developments, music was only accessible for most people if they made it themselves or attended particular religious or social events. The effect of these changes has been dramatic. It is now possible for individuals to use music to manipulate personal moods, arousal and feelings, and create environments which may manipulate the ways that other people feel and behave. Individuals can and do use music as an aid to relaxation, to overcome powerful emotions, to generate the right mood for social activities, to stimulate concentration, in short, to promote their well being. It has become a tool to be used to enhance self presentation and promote development. Alongside this, technological advances in research techniques have increased understanding of the way that music can benefit the intellectual, social and personal development of children and young people. This paper considers the evidence from that research.

There is extensive evidence of the key role that music plays in people’s lives (Sloboda et al., 2009). Music, itself, can generate feelings of well-being, can facilitate working through difficult emotions, and is frequently linked to spirituality (Juslin and Sloboda, 2001). It is widely used for exploring and regulating emotions and moods (e.g. Juslin and Laukka, 2004; North et al., 2004; Saarikallio, 2011; Shifriss & Bodner, 2014) and can be effective in inducing positive affective states (North et al., 2004), achieving desirable moods (Vastfjall, 2002) and also for coping with negative moods and emotions (Miranda and Claes, 2009; Shifriss & Bodner, 2014). The most common activity for mood regulation is listening to music (Saarikallio & Erkkila, 2007). Even adolescents who play an instrument report that the best activity for mood regulation is listening to music alone (Saarikallio, 2006).

In adolescence, music makes a major contribution to the development of self-identity. It plays an important role in teenagers’ lives (Bonneville-Roussy et al., 2013; Bosacki & O’Neill, 2013; Greasley & Lamont, 2011). Teenagers listen to music to pass time, alleviate boredom, relieve tension, and distract themselves from worries (North et al., 2000; Tar-
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rant et al., 2000; Zillman & Gan, 1997). Music is seen as a source of support when they are feeling troubled or lonely, acting as a mood regulator, helping to maintain a sense of belonging and community (Schwartz & Fouts, 2003; Zillman & Gan, 1997). It is also used in relation to impression management needs. By engaging in social comparisons adolescents are able to portray their own peer groups more positively than other groups in their network and are thus able to sustain positive self-evaluations. Music facilitates this process (Tarrant et al., 2000).
Recent advances in the study of the brain have enabled us to enhance our understanding of the way that active engagement with music influences other development. Although our knowledge of the way the brain works is still in its infancy some of the fundamental processes involved in learning have been established. The human brain contains approximately 100 billion neurons a considerable proportion of which are active simultaneously. Information processing is undertaken largely through interactions between them, each having approximately a thousand connections with other neurons. When we learn there are changes in the growth of axons and dendrites and the number of synapses connecting neurons, a process known as synaptogenesis. When an event is important enough or is repeated sufficiently often synapses and neurons fire repeatedly indicating that this event is worth remembering (Fields, 2005). In this way changes in the efficacy of existing connections are made. As learning continues and particular activities are engaged with over time myelination takes place. This involves an increase in the coating of the axon of each neuron which improves insulation and makes the established connections more efficient. Pruning also occurs, a process which reduces the number of synaptic connections, enabling fine-tuning of functioning. Through combinations of these processes, which occur over different time scales, the cerebral cortex self-organises in response to external stimuli and the individual’s learning activities (Pantev et al., 2003). Extensive active engagement with music induces cortical re-organisation producing functional changes in how the brain processes information. If this occurs early in development the alterations may become hard-wired and produce permanent changes in the way information is processed (e.g. Schlaug et al., 1995a; 1995b).

The brain responds relatively quickly to new activities. Bangert and colleagues (2001) showed through a topographical analysis of very low event-related potentials (ERPs) that audio-motor coupling occurred following a 20 minute piano lesson. Lappe and colleagues (2008) reported ERP changes in young adults after two weeks of music training and Moreno and Besson (2006, Moreno et al., 2009) showed brain plasticity effects on language after a short time actively engaging with music. Playing a musical instrument also seems to speed up brain maturation. For instance, Hudziak and colleagues (2014) found more rapid cortical thickness maturation within areas implicated in motor planning and
coordination, visuospatial ability, and emotion and impulse regulation following musical training.

Permanent and substantial reorganisation of brain functioning takes considerable time. Long years of active engagement with particular musical activities in Western classical musicians are associated with an increase in neuronal representation specific for the processing of the tones of the musical scale, the largest cortical representations being found in musicians playing instruments for the longest periods of time (Pantev et al., 2003). Changes are also specific to the particular musical activity undertaken (Munte et al., 2003). Functional auditory responses are greatest in the areas of the musician’s own instrument demonstrating timbral specificity to their training background (Pantev et al., 2001). Processing of pitch in string players is characterised by longer surveillance and more frontally distributed event-related brain potentials attention. Drummers generate more complex memory traces of the temporal organisation of musical sequences and conductors demonstrate greater surveillance of auditory space (Munte et al., 2003). Compared with non-musicians, string players have greater somatosensory representations of finger activity, the amount of increase depending on the age of starting to play (Pantev et al., 2003). Pianists, violinists and non-musicians are differentiated by the morphology of the motor cortex (Bangert & Schlaug, 2006), while trumpet players have greater functional activation in the cerebellum, the dominant sensorimotor cortex and the left auditory cortex than pianists (Gebel et al., 2013).

Clearly, the brain develops in very specific ways in response to particular learning activities and the extent of change depends on the length of time engaged with learning. The ways that we learn are also reflected in specific brain activity. When students (aged 13-15) were taught to judge symmetrically structured musical phrases as balanced or unbalanced using traditional instructions about the differences (including verbal explanations, visual aids, notation, verbal rules, playing of musical examples), or participating in musical experiences (singing, playing, improvising or performing examples from the musical literature), activity in different brain areas was observed (Altenmuller et al., 1997). Tervaniemi and colleagues (2001) have also suggested that musicians who play by ear and improvise may learn to process complex musical information more accurately than classically trained musician with corresponding differences in auditory neural responses. The tools and practices utilised to support the acquisition of particular musical skills have a direct influence on brain development and preferred approaches to undertaking musical tasks, also influencing approaches to tasks outside music. Musicians with similar observable skills may have developed different approaches to developing them which may or may not facilitate transfer to other tasks.
Overall, the evidence from neuroscience suggests that each individual has a specific 'learning biography' which is reflected in the way the brain processes information (Altenmüller, 2003:349). Active engagement with music has a significant impact on brain structure and function (Merrett et al., 2013; Norton et al., 2005). As individuals engage with different musical activities over long periods of time permanent changes occur in the brain. These changes reflect what has been learned and how it has been learned. They also influence the extent to which developed skills are able to transfer to other activities.
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Transfer of learning

The transfer of learning from one domain to another depends on similarities between the processes involved. Transfer between tasks is a function of the degree to which the tasks share cognitive processes. Transfer can be near or far and is stronger and more likely to occur if it is near. Salomon and Perkins (1989) also refer to low and high road transfer. Low road transfer depends on automated skills and is relatively spontaneous and automatic, for instance, in the case of processing of music and language, using the same skills to read different pieces of music or text. High road transfer requires reflection and conscious processing, for instance, adopting similar skills in solving different kinds of problems.

Some musical skills (near and low road) are more likely to transfer than others, for instance, those relating to the perceptual processing of sound (timing, pitch, timbre and rule governed grouping information), fine motor skills, emotional sensitivity, conceptions of relationships between written materials and sound (reading music and text), and memorisation of extended information (music and text) (Norton et al., 2005; Schellenberg, 2003). Far transfer may occur in relation to the impact of making music on intelligence and attainment. High road transfer may also occur in relation to the skills acquired through learning to play a musical instrument, for instance, being able to recognise personal strengths and weaknesses, being aware of a range of possible strategies (task related and personal relating to motivation, concentration), monitoring progress and evaluating outcomes.

The aim of this paper is to consider what we know about the ways that transfer can occur in relation to the skills developed through active engagement with music and how they may impact on intellectual, social and personal skills. The paper synthesises indicative research findings and considers the implications for education.
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Methodological issues

Research exploring the ways in which active engagement with music impacts beyond the development of musical skills has been undertaken within a number of disciplines and paradigms. The designs and methods adopted vary widely as do the sizes of the samples of participants. Much early research considering the impact of engaging with music on other skills was based on correlation studies undertaken with professional or young musicians with varying levels of expertise. Some research has made comparisons between groups identified as musicians or non-musicians. This research has been and continues to be useful in highlighting areas of possible transfer. What it is unable to do is identify the direction of causality, although studies using multiple regression analyses are able to take into account many possible confounding factors. Experimental studies where the outcomes of musical interventions are compared with those where there is no musical intervention offer the possibility of establishing causality. Such studies vary in the length of the intervention, the range of measures adopted to measure outcomes and the ages of the participants. This can produce conflicting evidence. Qualitative research (interviews, focus groups, ethnographic and case studies) is able to provide insights into the perceptions of participants and the contexts within which music may have a wider impact. All of this research has the potential to make a contribution to our developing understanding of the nature of transfer of musical expertise to other domains and skills albeit in different ways. An inclusive research strategy was adopted in accessing the literature for this paper. Academic data bases relevant to neuroscience, psychology, education and music in addition to web-based searches to locate relevant grey literature were searched. Analysis of located documents frequently led to further relevant material. The following sections will synthesise the findings from a wide range of studies to further develop our understanding of whether the skills gained through actively participating in making music can transfer and if so what circumstances might support this.
Aural perception and language skills

When we listen to music or speech we process an enormous amount of information rapidly without our conscious awareness (Blakemore & Frith, 2000). The ease with which we and other animals do this depends on prior sound experiences (e.g. Krishnan et al., 2005; Krizman et al., 2012; White-Schwoch et al., 2013). This knowledge is implicit, learned through exposure to particular environments, and is applied automatically whenever we listen to music or speech (Bigand & Poulin-Carronnat, 2006). It is therefore not surprising that musical training sharpens the brain’s early encoding of sound leading to enhanced performance on a range of listening skills (Hyde et al., 2009; Pantev et al., 2001; Patel & Iverson, 2007; Tallal & Gaab, 2006) improving the ability to distinguish between rapidly changing sounds (Gaab et al., 2005) and enhancing auditory discrimination (Schlaug et al., 2005) thus having an impact on the cortical processing of linguistic pitch patterns (Magne et al., 2006; Schon et al., 2004). There is now considerable accumulated evidence that active engagement with music in childhood produces structural changes in the brain which are related to the processing of sound (e.g. Elbert et al., 1995; Hutchinson et al., 2003; Pantev et al., 2001; 2003; Pascual-Leone, 2001; Schlaug et al., 1995a; 1995b). The evidence also suggests that the influence of musical training emerges quickly. For instance, eight year old children with just eight weeks of musical training differed from controls in cortical event related potentials (ERPs) (Moreno & Besson, 2006), while training for 25 minutes over a seven week period led to changes in electroencephalogram (EEG) frequencies associated with enhanced cognitive processing (Flohr et al., 2000).

Some research has focused on making comparisons between sound processing in musicians and non musicians. This has demonstrated that musicians have enhanced abilities to process pitch and temporal sound information (Kishon-Rabin et al., 2001; Micheyl et al., 2006; Parbery-Clark et al., 2011; Strait et al., 2010). At the sub-cortical level musicians demonstrate more robust and quicker auditory brainstem responses to music (Lee et al., 2009; Musacchia et al., 2007) and speech (Bidelman et al., 2009; Bidelman & Krishnan 2010; Musacchia et al., 2007; Parbery-Clark et al, 2009a; 2009b; Wong et al., 2007). The extent of subcortical consonant discrimination in noise perception is also enhanced in musicians (Parbery-Clark et al., 2012). They exhibit enhanced cortical evoked potentials to deviations in pitch and meter (Chobert et al, 2011; 2014;
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Marie et al, 2011a; 2011b; Marques et al, 2007; Tervaniemi et al, 1997; van Zuijen et al., 2005) and have been shown to demonstrate greater perceptual acuity of rapid spectro-temporal changes (Gaab et al., 2005) and harmonic differences (Corrigall and Trainor, 2009; Musacchia et al., 2008; Zendel & Alain, 2009), as well as greater neural representation of harmonics (Koelsch et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2009; Musacchia et al., 2008; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009a; Shahin et al., 2005; Zendel & Alain, 2009). They also have enhanced neural capacity for the perception and processing of vocally expressed emotion (Strait et al., 2009a, 2009b) and have high-functioning peripheral auditory systems.

The quality of aural encoding is related to the amount of musical training (Wong et al., 2007) and also the nature of instrumental requirements. Rauscher and Hinton (2011) using four discrimination tasks with adults aged 16-63, musicians and non-musicians, found that auditory discrimination was better in the musicians, particularly the string players as compared with percussionists probably as a consequence of the many years of subtle tonal discrimination required to play a stringed instrument. The findings demonstrated that expertise in playing a musical instrument selectively improved discrimination thresholds corresponding to the skills emphasised by training in that instrument.

The enhanced perceptual skills of musicians play a role in the development of language skills (Gaab et al., 2005, Jakobsob et al., 2003; Tallal & Gaab 2006). Strait and Kraus (2011a; 2011b) argued that the auditory expertise gained over years of music training fine-tunes the auditory system strengthening the neurobiological and cognitive underpinnings of speech and music processing including enhancing neural responses to changes in pitch, duration, intensity and voice onset time (e.g. Chobert et al., 2011; Jentschke & Koelsch, 2009; Marie et al., 2011a; 2011b; Magne et al., 2006; Schon et al, 2004). Those who have had musical training demonstrate enhanced speech perception on a wide range of different tasks. For instance, they can perceive speech better than those without training when it is accompanied by noise (Parbery-Clark et al., 2009a; 2009b; 2011), can identify syllables presented when spectral information is degraded (Elmer et al., 2012), identify whether sentences in a foreign language which is tone based are the same or different (Marie et al., 2011a; 2011b) and predict the ability to perceive and produce subtle phonetic contrasts in a second language (Slevc & Miyake, 2006). They also perform better than untrained individuals on measures of language abilities other than speech perception. For instance, they exhibit advantages at making judgments about grammar (Patston & Tippett, 2011), are better at correctly pronouncing irregularly spelled words (Jakobson et al., 2008; Stoessz et al., 2007), remembering lyrics (Kilgour et al., 2000) and short excerpts of speech (Cohen et al., 2011), have a larger
vocabulary (Forgeard et al., 2008) and in one study showed enhanced comprehension of complicated passages of text (Thompson et al., 2012).

In addition to the comparisons between adult musicians and non-musicians, a number of studies have focused on the development of musical skills and auditory discrimination in young children. For instance, Trainor and colleagues (2003) found that four year olds who had received Suzuki training had a better developed auditory cortex and were able to discriminate better between sounds. Fujioka and colleagues (2006) recorded auditory evoked responses to a violin tone and a noise-burst stimulus in 4- to 6-year-old children in four repeated measurements over a one-year period using magneto encephalography. Half of the children had participated in music lessons throughout the year while the others had had no music lessons. A clear musical training effect was found in response to the violin stimuli. Shahin and colleagues (2004) measured auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) in response to piano, violin, and pure tones twice in a group of 4- to 5-year-old children enrolled in Suzuki music lessons and in non-musician controls. Where children were learning to play an instrument (piano or violin) AEPs observed for the instrument played were comparable to those of non-musician children approximately three years older in chronological age suggesting that the neocortical synaptic matrix is shaped by an accumulation of specific auditory experiences and that this process is accelerated in those who have musical training. The children playing the piano also exhibited increased power of induced timbre-specific gamma band activity for piano tones with one year of training in comparison with controls (Shahin et al., 2008). In a study with children aged 2-3 years old, Putkinen and colleagues (2013) found a relationship between informal musical activities with parents at home and auditory event-related potentials linked to sound discrimination and attention. They showed that children with higher levels of musical activity had heightened sensitivity to temporal acoustic changes, more mature auditory change detection, and less distractibility suggesting that informal musical experiences enhance the development of auditory abilities in early childhood. Additionally children in the research who attended a music play school until the age of 4 or 6 displayed more rapid development of neural responses than those who gave up the activity. Taken together these studies provide causal evidence of the role of music training and less formal musical activities in shaping the development of important neural auditory skills.

Some recent research has focused on children who have been perceived as at-risk because of their deprived backgrounds. Kraus and colleagues (2014) used a randomised control trial to investigate whether community music participation could induce a change in auditory processing in children with deprived backgrounds. The programme provided free mu-
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Music instruction to the children who were considered as at-risk for learning and social problems. Forty-four children aged 80 to 112 months living in gang reduction zones in Los Angeles participated. The children were randomly assigned to participate or defer musical participation for one year. The children who completed two years of music training had a stronger neurophysiological distinction of stop consonants and neural mechanisms linked to reading and language skills. One year of training was sufficient to elicit changes in nervous system functions. Greater amounts of instrumental music training were associated with larger gains in neural processing.

Another strand of research has focused on school aged children where music has long been argued to provide effective experiences for children to develop listening skills and to support children with learning difficulties (Hirt-Mannheimer, 1995; Humpal & Wolf, 2007; Wolf, 1992). This has been supported by neuroscientific research. For instance, Moreno and colleagues (2009) conducted a longitudinal study with 32 eight year old children over nine months recording event-related brain potentials while they performed tasks testing pitch processing in music and speech. The children were pseudo randomly assigned to music or to painting training for 6 months and were tested again after training using the same tests. After musical (but not painting) training, children showed enhanced reading and pitch discrimination abilities in speech. Six months of musical training influenced the development of neural processes as reflected in specific patterns of brain waves and demonstrated brain plasticity in showing that relatively short periods of musical training had strong consequences on function and in increased sensitivity to linguistic pitch processing (Moreno et al., 2009). Similarly, Putkinen and colleagues (2014) conducted a longitudinal study of more than 120 school aged children and showed that children who received formal musical training displayed enhanced development in responses related to pre-attentive neural sound discrimination and auditory attention. No evidence for pre-training in response amplitudes between musically trained and non-trained children was found. The musically trained children also showed superior performance in tests of executive functions. These studies provide causal evidence of the role of music training and less formal musical activities in shaping the development of important neural auditory skills.

Another recent study explored the encoding of speech in quiet and noisy backgrounds in musically trained and non-trained children (Strait et al., 2012). Thirty-one children with normal hearing between the ages of 7-13 participated. Those classified as musicians had been receiving private instrumental training at least since the age of five and had consistently practised for at least four years. The musically trained children outper-
formed non-musicians on speech in noise perception overall and demonstrated less auditory brainstem response degradation with the addition of background noise compared to non-musicians. Perceptual (speech in noise) and cognitive (auditory working memory, attention) performance correlated with the extent of the musicians’ musical training.

The development of phonological skills

The auditory analysis skills used in language processing (phonological distinctions, blending and segmentation of sounds) are similar to the skills necessary for the perception of rhythmic (Lamb & Gregory 1993; Lipscomb et al., 2008), harmonic and melodic discrimination (Anvari et al., 2002; Barwick et al., 1989; Lamb & Gregory, 1993). A number of studies have specifically explored the relationship between phonological awareness and musical ability. Positive relationships have been found in pre-schoolers and kindergarteners (Anvari et al., 2002; Peynircioğlu et al., 2002), in childhood (Lamb & Gregory, 1993; Milovanov et al., 2008; Milovanov & Tervaniemi, 2011) and in adults predicting the ability to perceive and produce subtle phonetic contrasts in a second language (Slevc & Miyake, 2006). Cross sectional studies have shown that pre-school and school aged children and adults with musical experience are able to make stronger distinctions between speech syllables than non-music students (Kraus & Nicol, 2014; Parberry-Clark et al., 2012; Strait & Kraus, 2014; Zuk et al., 2013). Children with four years of music lessons, aged nine have been found to be more accurate and faster in accurately discriminating syllables that vary in duration and frequency than those not having lessons (Chobert et al., 2011). Having musical skills also enhances the ability to interpret affective speech rhythms (Thompson et al., 2004) and eight year olds with musical training outperform those with no training on music and language tasks (Magne et al., 2006). One study explored phonological processing including auditory word discrimination, syllable segmentation and a comprehensive test of phonological processing in individuals who were classed as ‘tune deaf’ in comparison with controls. Poor musical performance was associated with deficits in processing speech sounds (Jones et al., 2009).

There have been a number of studies which have attempted to demonstrate causality, i.e. that actively making music enhances speech perception. Gromko (2005) studied kindergarten children who received four months of music instruction for 30 minutes once per week. The instruction included active music-making with movement emphasising a steady beat, rhythm and pitch as well as the association of sounds with symbols. The children who received the music instruction showed significantly greater gains in phonemic awareness when compared to the control
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group. Learning to discriminate differences between tonal and rhythmic patterns and to associate their perceptions with visual symbols seemed to transfer to improved phonemic awareness. Degé and Schwarzer (2011) showed that kindergarteners who were assigned randomly to intensive training in music, for 10 minutes each day, for five days each week over a twenty week period showed improvements in phonological awareness that were identical to changes in other children who received lessons in perceiving and segmenting speech sounds. A control group who received sports training showed no improvement. Similarly, François and colleagues (2013) assigned children, matched in terms of cognitive abilities, sex, age, grade at school and socio-economic status to music or painting lessons for a two year period. Before the start of the study the two groups of children performed similarly on a test where they had to identify whether three-syllable nonsense words were presented as part of a five minute presentation of a string of syllables. After one year of training the music group performed better than the painting group with the difference increasing over the two year period.

In a series of studies, Rauscher and colleagues (Rauscher, 2009; Rauscher and Hinton, 2011) explored whether children receiving Suzuki violin instruction performed better on phonemic awareness tasks than control groups who had swimming or no additional lessons. Seventy-five musically naive five year olds participated. Lessons were provided for 45 minutes per week for 16 weeks. Prior to instruction there were no differences in the children’s performance on the Predictive Assessment of Reading test. Following the intervention the violin group scored significantly higher on letter word calling and phonemic awareness than the other groups.

Further evidence for the benefits of musical training on language comes from Yang and colleagues (2014) who examined whether children’s experience of music training related to language skills in Chinese (their first language), English (their second language) and their performance on a musical achievement test. Seventy-seven children who had received formal musical training out of school beginning in semester three were categorised as musicians, the remaining 173 children were classed as non-musicians. Unsurprisingly, the children’s musical skills over the 11 semesters of the study improved when they received training but the children’s performance in their second language (English) was also enhanced although this was not the case in relation to their first language.

Taken together, there is now a substantial body of evidence which suggests that engagement with music plays a major role in developing aural perceptual processing systems which facilitate the encoding and identification of speech sounds and patterns; the earlier the exposure to active
music participation and the greater the length of participation the greater the impact. Transfer of these skills is automatic and there is now accumulating evidence that this contributes not only to language development but also to literacy.
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The development of literacy skills

Reading

A wide range of research has been undertaken in relation to the impact of musical training on reading skills. Some of this has focused on whether pitch or rhythm discrimination is related to reading performance in normal and dyslexic readers. The evidence for an association between music training, musical skills and reading skills is typically explained by near transfer theories. Phonological awareness is an important precursor to early reading (e.g. Bradley & Bryant, 1983) and word decoding is strongly associated with auditory skills (Ahissar et al., 2000), while comprehension requires basic word decoding skills as well as higher-level cognitive processes such as memory and attention (e.g. Sesma et al., 2009).

Correlation studies suggest that there are relationships between musical skills and various skills related to literacy including verbal and auditory working memory (Roden et al., 2014a; 2014b). These have been shown to benefit from musical training. Studies with pre-school children, aged 4-5, have found relationships between musical skills, phonological awareness and reading development (Anvari et al., 2002). Moderate relationships have also been found between tonal memory and reading age (Barwick et al., 1989), while length of musical training is correlated with tonal perception and reading age in 6-9 year-old children (Corrigall & Trainor, 2011). The magnitude of the neural response to speech harmonics also correlates with reading ability (Banai et al., 2009). Register (2001, 2004) in music therapy efficacy studies with young children linked purposeful active music participation in early childhood with emergent literacy, reading and writing skills, while Schellenberg (2006) found that length of music training predicted academic attainment including measures of reading even after controlling for intelligence. A meta-analysis conducted by Butzlaff (2000) of 24 correlation studies showed that musical training was strongly associated with better reading scores.

Where research has attempted to demonstrate causality the findings have been mixed. Arts enriched programmes that include music have demonstrated improvements in school readiness in relation to receptive vocabulary (Brown et al., 2010) and literacy (Phillips et al., 2010) when
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compared to non arts programmes. In a school based Arts programme, which included music, Gardiner and colleagues (1996) showed that children with a lower score on literacy at baseline achieved similar scores on reading tests after one year of visual arts and music training as compared to controls. Elliot and Mikulas (2014) investigated the effectiveness of an integrated music curriculum within a preschool setting on language and literacy skills in a year long study which employed a pre-post treatment-control group design. Students in the treatment group received instruction using an integrated music curriculum as part of their preschool instruction. The findings showed that the students in the treatment group showed significantly greater gains in language and literacy with an effect size of .24.

Welch and colleagues (2012) evaluated the impact of a music programme which linked literacy activities with a range of musical activities including chanting, clapping, copying and composing rhythms and improvising using rhymes and alliterative or unusual vocabulary. Children participating in the musical activities showed on average 8.4 months of reading improvement compared with 1.8 months for the controls. However, a meta-analysis of six experimental studies (Butzlaff, 2000) which varied in the type of musical training and the reading tests used found no causal effects. In contrast, a later meta-analysis (Standley, 2008) of 30 experimental studies that examined the effect of music intervention on prereading and word decoding skill found a strong overall effect.

An early study where music instruction was specifically designed to develop auditory, visual and motor skills in 7-8 year old students over a period of 6 months, found that the mean reading comprehension scores of the intervention group increased while those of the control group did not (Douglas & Willatts, 1994). Good and colleagues (2002) worked with kindergarten children who participated in a weekly music intervention lasting 30 minutes which consisted of singing, body percussion activity, movement, instrument playing, singing and the use of graphic notation. On completion of the programme the music group exhibited significantly higher phoneme-segmentation fluency as compared with controls. In a study of 8-year-olds who were assigned pseudo-randomly to six months of music or painting tuition, the children in the music group showed larger pre- to post-test improvement in reading irregularly spelled words (Moreno et al., 2009). In a follow-up study with pseudo-random assignment of 4- to 6-year-olds to 4 weeks of daily, computer-controlled lessons in music listening or visual arts, children in the music group had larger pre- to post-test increases in vocabulary (Moreno et al., 2011a, 2011b). The music group also showed greater improvement on a task that required them to match arbitrary symbols with words, a skill that is a prerequisite for learning to read (Moreno et al., 2011b).
Some studies have found no impact of musical training on literacy (e.g. Bowles, 2003; Kemmerer, 2003; Lu, 1986; Montgomery, 1997). Establishing the main and subsidiary beats in a musical selection has not been found to be a significant predictor of reading in third and fourth grade students (Chamberlain, 2003) and Hartas (2011) found no relationship between parent-reported frequency of singing songs and rhymes or playing music at three years and teacher rated performance on literacy. The strongest relationships were found between family income, maternal education and children’s outcomes. Piro and Ortiz (2009) focused on the way that learning the piano might impact on the development of vocabulary and verbal sequencing in second grade children. Forty-six children who had studied piano for three consecutive years participated with 57 children acting as controls. At the end of the study, the music learning group had significantly better vocabulary and verbal sequencing scores. However, they had already been playing the piano for two years with no initial differences in reading between their skills and those of the control group. The authors suggested a number of reasons for this: because it takes a long time for effects to be felt; because the age of tuition is important; or because summer holidays prior to testing may have lowered initial scores. There may also have been changes in the nature of the tuition and the development of fluency in reading music which impacted on transfer.

Reading requires the development of both decoding and comprehension skills. Decoding skills are a prerequisite for being able to comprehend. Musical training may have a differential impact on these. Some research has found that group training involving singing and the use of percussive instruments improves decoding (Douglas & Willatts, 1994; Moreno et al., 2009) while other research has shown improvements in phonological awareness but no improvement in decoding skills (Gromko, 2005; Overy, 2003). These differences might be explained by the different types of musical training and the different ages and reading levels of the participating children. The development of phonological skills may be important early on and enhanced with shorter periods of musical engagement whereas longer training may be needed to influence decoding. However, Corrigall and Trainor (2011), examining the association between length of musical training and reading ability in 46 6-9 year old children enrolled in music lessons, found that length of training correlated significantly with reading comprehension but was not associated with word decoding scores. The length of music training was robustly associated with reading comprehension even after age and socioeconomic status, auditory perception, word decoding, general intelligence and the number of hours spent reading each week were taken into account.
One strand of research has focused on children who are experiencing difficulties with reading. Nicholson (1972) studied the impact of a music intervention on students aged between 6–8 categorised as slow learners. After music training the experimental group exhibited significantly higher reading scores scoring in the eighty eighth percentile versus the seventy second percentile. After an additional year of musical training the reading scores of the experimental group were still superior to those of the control group. Movsesian (1967) found similar results with students in first, second and third grade. Thomson (2014) investigated the perception of amplitude envelopes in speech/non speech and the necessity of this skill for parsing the sounds represented as letters in literacy in a group of school children with dyslexia. A six week rhythm based intervention had positive effects on phonological awareness and literacy equal to those of a control intervention on phonemic awareness. Long (2014) studied fifteen children identified as poor readers by their school. They received ten minutes of rhythmic training weekly which included stamping, clapping and chanting to a beat and simple notation. The children demonstrated statistically significant gains in reading comprehension, accuracy and rate of reading. Comprehension and rate of reading had large effect sizes with a moderate effect size for accuracy. Miendlarewska and Trost (2014) in a review suggest that rhythmic entrainment is an essential mechanism supporting the learning and development of executive functions which may underlie enhancements in reading and verbal memory.

Overall, the direct evidence in relation to musical activities contributing to the enhancement of reading skills is mixed. There do seem to be benefits for engaging in musical activities in relation to reading beyond those associated with language development but our understanding of these processes is currently limited. Expert reading is a complex skill which depends on decoding as a prerequisite for comprehension. Decoding requires phonological skills. There is considerable evidence as outlined above that music supports the development of these skills. If children are unable to decode the extent to which they can understand text will be very limited. If aural language skills are already well developed, any musical activity may need to focus on reading musical notation for transfer benefits to occur in relation to reading where there are parallels with reading text from left to right and the matching of symbols with sounds.

The different outcomes of the research may also be partly explained by the different methods used to assess reading and the nature of the musical interventions and experiences of the participants, for instance, whether they support the development of pitch, melodic or rhythmic skills. Pitch perception has been found to be associated with reading
ability in five year olds after controlling for non-verbal ability (Lamb & Gregory, 1993) and in seven to ten year old reading disabled children after controlling for general intelligence (Barwick et al., 1989), while Besson and colleagues (2007) examined pitch processing in dyslexic children and found that they had difficulties discriminating strong pitch changes that were easily discriminated by normal readers.

There is some evidence that rhythmic skills may be a better predictor of reading ability than pitch based skill (Douglas & Willatts, 1994; Huss et al., 2011; Strait, et al., 2011a; 2011b), although not all of the research supports this. There is a relationship between tests of auditory-visual rhythmic pattern matching and reading ability in eight and nine year olds (Rudnick et al., 1967; Sterritt & Rudnick, 1967). Douglas and Willatts (1994) found that rhythm processing but not pitch processing correlated with reading and spelling abilities after accounting for vocabulary scores in normal achieving readers. Lipscomb and colleagues (2008) provided a form of reading rhythmic training to children in third grade who participated in four sessions each week for 12 weeks where they read lists of words at varying tempi. This led to a dramatic improvement in reading fluency. Moritz and colleagues (2013) studying kindergarten children explored the relationship between rhythmic skills, phonological awareness and segmentation of phonemes. Rhythm perception was related to phonological awareness and basic word identification skills. Moritz and colleagues argued that rhythm sensitivity is a pre-cursor to oral language acquisition and the ability to perceive and manipulate time intervals in sound streams and that this may link the performance of rhythm and phonological tasks. Schon (2014) has also shown that phonological awareness can be influenced by several months of rhythmic training which in turn improves reading skills.

The evidence for the importance of rhythmic training is especially strong for poor or dyslexic readers (Overy, 2000; 2003; Tallal et al., 1993; Thomson, 1993). Huss and colleagues (2011) have shown that dyslexics have lower performance than normal achieving readers on tasks involving musical metrical structure. This is supported by a range of studies showing that they have difficulties with keeping a beat (Corriveau et al., 2007; Corriveau & Goswami, 2009; Goswami et al., 2002; Tierney & Kraus, 2013; Wolff et al., 1990). While they have impaired rhythmic processing skills, especially for rhythm production, they have normal pitch processing skills (Overy, 2000; 2003; Overy et al., 2003). Long (2014) showed that significant gains occurred in poor readers' comprehension, reading accuracy and reading rate following rhythmic training. An analysis of reading fluency revealed significant gains in the prosodic features of reading behaviour, highlighting syllable division, grammatical structures and phrase contours. She argued that the outcomes could have
been the result of changes in several processes. The rhythmic training may have facilitated the natural tendency in English to apply a stress-timed pattern, have generated a self-sustaining momentum, may have helped the children to track the direction, length and shape of the phrases embedded within the melodic and harmonic structure of the musical accompaniment or may have had an activatory effect for the sharpened definition of phonemes in terms of prosodic attributes in their relative positions in adjacent syllables on sub-cortical automatic language processing mechanisms.

Some studies have reported the importance of both rhythmic and pitch perception in the development of reading skills (Atterbury, 1985; Forgeard et al., 2008). Atterbury (1985) found that reading-disabled children aged 7-9 could discriminate rhythm patterns as well as controls but were poorer in rhythm performance and tonal memory than normal-achieving readers. Anvari and colleagues (2002) studied 50 four and 50 five year olds and found that both rhythm and pitch perception skills predicted early reading performance in four year olds even after taking account of variance due to phonological awareness. In five year olds only pitch perception predicted early reading performance after accounting for phonological awareness. Tsang and Conrad (2011) studied 69 children with and without formal music training. The trained children outperformed the untrained children on pitch discrimination, rhythm discrimination and phonological skills, although the two groups performed the same on tests of word identification, timbre discrimination and receptive vocabulary.

Where musical activities involve learning to read notation there may be direct transfer to reading text. Singing as it involves reading predictable text, segmenting words into syllables so that lyrics can be matched to music or recognising patterns has been proposed as one possible explanation for the improvement of literacy following musical activity (e.g. Butzlaff, 2000; Forgeard et al., 2008).

Other possible explanations for the impact of musical training on reading performance relate to changes in concentration and motivation. For instance, it has been proposed that music training teaches children motivational and concentration skills that help them focus for long periods of time helping them to persevere (Butzlaff, 2000). Strait and colleagues (2011a; 2011b) assessed auditory working memory and attention, music aptitude, reading ability and neural sensitivity to acoustic regularities in 42 school aged children with a wide range of reading skills. Structural equation modelling showed that music aptitude and literacy both related to the extent of sub-cortical adaptation to regularities in ongoing speech as well as with auditory working memory and attention. The findings
emphasised the importance of rhythmic regularity for both language and music.

In summary, while the precise nature of the relationships between musical training and reading skills are currently unclear there is sufficient accruing evidence to suggest that musical training which supports the development of pitch and rhythmic skills supports the development of fluent reading leading to enhanced comprehension.

Spelling

There has been much less focus on the impact of active engagement with music on spelling compared with reading. In an early study, Douglas and Willatts (1994), working with seven and eight year olds, found positive correlations among tests of pitch and rhythmic aptitude, vocabulary, reading and spelling. When vocabulary scores were taken into account the association between rhythm and spelling abilities remained but those between pitch aptitude and spelling disappeared suggesting the importance of rhythm in relation to spelling. Overy (2003) found a positive effect of music lessons on spelling performance with children with poor spelling skills benefitting the most, while Hille and colleagues (2011) tested 194 boys who were in Grade 3 (aged 8-9 years) in Germany just over half of whom had learned to play a musical instrument. The boys who played an instrument showed better performance in spelling an effect which occurred independently of intelligence test scores, there being only a weak correlation between spelling mistakes and non-verbal measures of intelligence. Examination of data from those who performed poorly on spelling showed that those who played an instrument were under-represented. Only twenty-seven per cent of boys in the lowest quartile played an instrument whereas sixty-one per cent of boys in the highest quartiles were active musicians. Singing in a choir or taking part in a course entitled ‘First Experiences with music’ were not associated with spelling performance suggesting that it was skills developed through playing an instrument which had the potential for transfer. Currently, there is insufficient research on the relationship between actively engaging in musical activities and spelling skills to draw any firm conclusions.

Writing

As with spelling, little attention has been paid to the the influence of active engagement with music on writing. An exception was a study where children from economically disadvantaged homes participated in
instruction which focused on the concepts of print, singing activities and writing. The children in the experimental group showed enhanced print concepts and pre-writing skills (Standley & Hughes, 1997). Register (2001, 2004) replicated this work with a larger sample of children. The results again showed a marked positive effect for those participating in the music-enhanced instruction in writing skills and print awareness. In contrast, a more recent study (Rickard et al., 2012) found a negative effect on writing for those participating in musical activities when compared with controls. As yet the jury is out as to whether there is any relationship between developing musical skills and writing skills.
Musical training has been found to enhance auditory memory for a range of musical sounds and patterns (Aleman et al., 2000; Fujioka et al., 2004) and for related material including remembering spoken and sung song lyrics (Kilgour et al., 2000). In addition to this, verbal memory advantages have been found in professional musicians in relation to remembering prose passages (Jakobson et al., 2003) and a range of other verbal stimuli, for instance, memory for strings of digits or lists of words or non-words (Hanna-Pladdy & Gajewski, 2012; Hansen et al., 2013; Roden et al., 2014a) and short excerpts of speech (Cohen et al., 2011). When required to recall items in an order different from that in which they are presented, for example backwards, musicians also outperform non musicians when words or numbers are presented aurally (Parbery-Clark et al., 2011; Strait et al., 2012). Overall, there is a growing body of evidence that musical training stimulates aural memory.

In early studies, Chan and colleagues (Chan et al., 1998; Chan & Cheung, 1998) showed that learning to play a musical instrument enhanced the ability to remember words. Participants with musical training could remember seventeen per cent more verbal information than those without musical training. Ho and colleagues (2003) supported these findings in a later study of 90 6-15 year old boys. Those with musical training had significantly better verbal learning and retention abilities. Duration of music training (learning to play an instrument) and verbal learning performance correlated positively even after controlling for age and education level. Those with musical training learned approximately twenty per cent more words from a 16 word list. Their retention was also better after 10 and 30 minute delays. A follow up study, compared children from the same cohort who had just begun or continued their music training for one year and those who had given up. Children in the beginner and advanced training groups significantly increased verbal learning and retention performance. This was not the case for those who had discontinued training, although their verbal memory performance remained stable at least nine months after ceasing to play an instrument. Ho and colleagues concluded that music training seemed to have long-term enhancing effects on verbal memory. Since this early work a number of studies have found similar relationships between auditory working memory and musical training (e.g. Bidelman et al., 2013; Brandler & Rammsayer, 2003; George & Coch, 2011; Jakobson et al., 2008; Lee et
In a typical intervention study, Rickard and colleagues (2010) investigated 142 children from nine primary schools, 82 of whom had participated in an enhanced school-based music programme. The remainder of the children acted as controls and received standard class music education. The children were tested three times within the first two years of the study and in the third year a subset of the control sample were tested again. Verbal learning and immediate recall scores significantly increased after one year of enhanced school-based music training. No such increase was found in the control group. However, these advantages disappeared in the second year, although in the second year of the study there was significantly enhanced visual perception for the music training group.

In a similar study, Roden and colleagues (2014a) investigated the influence of group instrumental training on the working memory of children learning instruments through a German Sistema inspired programme. A quasi experimental design was used with children receiving musical training compared with those receiving natural science training or no training. The music group received weekly lessons for 45 minutes on musical instruments of their choice. The maximum group size was five and the children could undertake practice at home. The children were tested at three points over the course of 18 months with a battery of tests including seven subtests which addressed the central executive, the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketchpad components of Baddeley’s working memory model. The music group showed a greater increase on every measure of verbal memory (verbal learning, delayed recall, recognition) than the science and control groups. There were large effect sizes. These differences remained when the statistical modelling took into account age and measured intelligence.

Overall, the evidence suggests that children who have musical training develop efficient memory strategies for verbal materials. This is likely to be because playing music requires continued monitoring of meaningful chunks of information. Individual notes are combined into meaningful melodic phrases which have a quasi-syllabic structure and are based on temporal frameworks that have metric structures which parallel stresses on syllables in language (Patel & Daniele 2003). This analysis is supported by evidence that the auditory cortex is structurally and functionally shaped through the individual’s experiences with sound (Fritz et al., 2007). It seems that musicians’ enhanced perceptual skills and the relationships between auditory working memory, attention and auditory
brainstem properties are developed in a top-down manner through training (Strait et al., 2012).

In relation to the impact of musical training on visual memory, early work focused on memory for musical notation. Sloboda (1976) showed that musically trained adults showed significantly greater capacity to maintain musical notation in short-term memory than non-musicians. However, when the impact of musical training on visual memory more generally is considered the evidence is mixed. Some studies have indicated that musical training can enhance visual memory for material which is not musical text (e.g. Brochard et al., 2004; Costa-Giomi, 1999; Gardiner et al., 1996; George & Coch, 2011; Hanna-Pladdy & MacKay, 2011; Hetland, 2000; Jakobson et al., 2003; 2008; Lee et al., 2007; Rauscher et al., 1995; Sluming et al., 2007; Stoesz et al., 2007), while other studies do not support this (e.g. Brandler and Rammsayer, 2003; Chan et al., 1998; Hanna-Pladdy & Gajewski, 2012; Ho et al., 2003; Rickard et al., 2010; Roden et al., 2012; 2014a).

There are a number of reasons why the evidence relating to visual memory may be inconsistent. Firstly, the research has assessed visual memory using different methods including reaction times and recall accuracy. Participants in early studies (Chan et al., 1998; Ho et al., 2003) were Chinese where the nature of the written language meant that the experimental and control groups were already skilled in processing complex visual signs so that the musical training may have had less impact. Participants in the research have also varied between children and adults. The nature of the musical training itself may also be important, particularly the extent to which it involves learning to read musical notation. For instance, Degé and colleagues (2011b) tested the effect of an extended music curriculum for two years in secondary school on children’s visual and auditory memory. The curriculum consisted of learning to play a musical instrument including participating in an orchestra, auditory perception and music theory training. Ten year old children who had just started the programme and children without training were tested on visual and aural memory at the start of the programme and two years later. Prior to the training there were no differences between the groups but the children engaged with the musical training improved significantly from time one to time two in visual and auditory memory while the children not receiving training did not. These effects were apparent even when a range of confounding variables was taken into account in the analysis including intelligence, socio-economic status, extra-curricular schooling, motivation to avoid work, and musical aptitude. To summarise it seems that musical training has a consistent positive impact on aural memory and in some circumstances, which may depend on the
type of musical activity engaged with, may have an impact on visual memory.
Spatial reasoning and mathematical performance

Spatial reasoning

There is considerable evidence from research with professional musicians that they have better spatial abilities than non-musicians including mental rotation (Pietsch & Jansen, 2012; Sluming et al., 2007), visuo-spatial search tasks (Patston & Tippett, 2011; Rodrigues et al., 2013; Stoesz et al., 2007) and reaction times to selective and divided visual attention tasks (Rodrigues et al., 2013). They are also better at matching a set of coloured blocks to a visual image (Stoesz et al., 2007), have better memory for line drawings (Jakobson et al., 2008) and are more accurate when asked to mark the centre of a horizontal line (Patston et al., 2006) and to judge the orientation of a line (Patston et al., 2007). However, these correlation studies do not necessarily indicate that musical engagement has enhanced these skills. It may be that musicians already have strong spatial skills which contribute to the development of their musical skills.

Some research has examined the impact of specific music interventions on spatial reasoning in children in an attempt to establish causality. There is evidence that general music instruction, including singing, movement, and playing percussion instruments can assist children in the development of spatial ability (Bilhartz et al., 1999; Persellin, 2000) as can having piano lessons over a period of a year (Zafiranas, 2004). In a review of 15 studies Hetland (2000) found a ‘strong and reliable’ relationship and concluded that music instruction leads to dramatic improvements in performance on spatial-temporal measures. She commented on the consistency of the effects and likened them to differences of one inch in height or about 84 points on the SAT (p 221). She showed that the effects were likely to be stronger among younger children (3-5 years) than those aged 6-12 years. The consistency of these findings suggests a near transfer, automated effect.

Other studies offer further support. Rauscher and colleagues (1997) assigned 78 students from three preschools to music, computer or no instruction groups. The instruction groups received training in either piano keyboard (individually) coupled with group singing lessons, group
singing lessons only or computer instruction. The children were pre and post tested using one spatial temporal reasoning task (object assembly) and three spatial recognition tasks (geometric design, block design and animal pegs). There were no differences between groups in pretest scores but after instruction the children in the piano group scored significantly higher on the spatial reasoning task compared to children in the other conditions. There were no differences amongst the groups on the spatial recognition tasks. The computer, group singing and no instruction groups did not improve significantly over time on any of the tests. Later studies (Rauscher, 2002; Rauscher & Zupan, 2000) undertaken over three years with upper-middle income children who were provided with eight months of weekly 40 minute keyboard instruction in groups of 8 - 10 beginning in either kindergarten (aged 5) or first grade (aged 6) scored higher on two spatial temporal tasks, puzzle solving and block building compared to children who did not receive music instruction. No enhancement was found for a pictorial memory task. However, the effects were not maintained when music instruction was terminated, although when lessons resumed in second grade the same children’s scores increased again surpassing the levels that they had reached before the lessons were terminated. The children who received instruction over a period of three years scored higher on the spatial temporal tasks compared to children who had not received instruction. While the scores of the keyboard group improved every year although not significantly, after kindergarten the scores of children who began instruction in the second grade did not improve suggesting that it was important that the training began early. Further studies examined the effects of musical instruction on spatial temporal reasoning in middle income elementary school children (see Rauscher & Hinton, 2011). Two groups, a music group and an animated reading group received 40 minutes of lessons in groups of 8-10 for nine months. At the end of the study children who received the keyboard lessons scored significantly higher than those who received the animated reading lessons but the improvement for the keyboard group was only for girls.

Another strand of research has focused on pre-school children from deprived backgrounds participating in Head Start programmes (Rauscher, 2003, Rauscher et al., 2005). In the first study, 87 Head Start children were assigned randomly to one of three groups, piano, computer or no instruction for 48 weeks over two years. At the end of the intervention the children who received music instruction scored significantly higher than the control groups on visual and auditory tasks that required spatial and temporal skills. Performance on an arithmetic task also improved following music instruction. A second study focused on whether different types of music instruction had different effects. Over 100 Head Start children of mixed ethnicity were assigned randomly to one of four
conditions, piano, singing, rhythm or no instruction. All the children in
the music groups received weekly individual instruction for a period of
48 weeks over two years. The data from the three music groups replicat
ed the data from the first study. The children in the music groups scored
significantly higher at post test on tasks requiring spatial and temporal
skills. The rhythm group scored significantly higher than the piano and
singing groups on the temporal and arithmetic tasks. A third study was
conducted to determine whether the effects endured after instruction
stopped. The scores of the Head Start children who received lessons in
the first and second studies were compared with three groups of grade
matched children participating in Head Start who did not receive music
instruction, at-risk children not involved in Head Start, and middle in-
come children who did not receive music instruction. The children who
had received music instruction in the first study continued to score hig-
her than all other groups of children, with the exception of the age
matched middle income children, on three of the four tests two years
after instruction had ended. The data from the children who participated
in the second study when they progressed to kindergarten showed that
the singing, piano and rhythm groups scored higher than the Head Start
and at-risk children on five of the tests. In addition, the rhythm group
scored higher than the singing and piano groups on an arithmetic sub-
test and scored significantly higher than the middle income children on
the temporal, arithmetic, mathematical reasoning and numeracy tasks.
These findings suggested that rhythm instruction has the strongest im-
 pact on a range of mathematically related tasks. Further evidence for
music being responsible for enhanced spatial reasoning in at-risk chi-
l dren comes from an Israeli study in which a two year music training
intervention (2–3 hours per week) was introduced in some after-school
centres for at-risk children but not in other centres (Portowitz et al.,
2007). Children participating in the intervention showed larger im-
provements in remembering and re-producing a complex line drawing.

The quality of the musical input is crucial in any transfer of skills. This
was illustrated in a three year study to explore whether group music in-
struction could improve the test scores of economically disadvantaged
elementary school children which included almost 600 kindergarten
through fifth grade students from four elementary schools. One school
provided 30 minutes of keyboard lessons per week, another a 40 minute
lesson every six days, while the remaining two schools acted as controls.
All lessons were in groups of 20–25 pupils. Pupils were pre-tested with
two subtests measuring verbal abilities, two measuring quantitative abili-
ties and one measuring spatial temporal abilities. Tests were then repeat-
ed at 9, 18 and 27 months. During the first two years of the study there
were difficulties in the implementation of the music programme and it
was only at the end of the study when the children had received one year
of high quality tuition that there were any gains for the students (Rauscher, 2005).

Taken together, the evidence suggests that active engagement in musical activities enhances a range of spatial processing skills. Why this is the case and which particular musical activities are implicated requires further investigation.

**Mathematical performance**

Historically, there has long been interest in the relationship between acquired musical skills and performance in mathematics as it has been assumed that there is a strong connection between music and mathematics as musicians play from notation and are constantly required to adopt quasi-mathematical processes to sub-divide beats and turn rhythmic notation into sound. However, the evidence is mixed and some of it is negative.

In an early example, Pannenborg and Pannenborg (1915) compared individuals with varying degrees of musical talent and found only a slightly higher level of mathematical ability in those with high levels of musical ability. In a survey of 227 musical and 72 unmusical male participants, Haecker and Ziehen (1922) found that only two percent reported being mathematically talented. Revesz (1954) also found reported levels of interest or aptitude for mathematics in musicians was low with inconclusive findings.

Vaughn (2000) meta-analyzed studies comparing mathematics achievement in students with and without self-selected music study and only reported a very small positive association ($r = .13$). In a relatively recent study, Haimson and colleagues (2011a; 2011b) recruited participants from the online membership of the American Mathematical Society and the Modern Language Association and presented them with a questionnaire assessing skills in musicality and musicianship. Members of both groups reported relatively low levels of musicality with no statistically significant differences between them. In contrast, a study using a national data base in the United States of America found positive effects on mathematical performance for engagement with music. Catterall and colleagues (1999) using the NELS:88 data compared low socioeconomic status students who exhibited high math proficiency in the twelfth grade and found that thirty three percent were involved in instrumental music compared with fifteen percent who were not involved. Focusing on children learning to play an instrument, Haley (2001) also
found that those who had studied an instrument prior to fourth grade had higher scores in mathematics than those in other groups.

Some studies have explored the impact of specific musical training on mathematics skills. Graziano and colleagues (1999) reported that piano keyboard training along with computer based spatial training led to greater improvements in mathematics than when the same spatial training was combined with computer based English language training. Gardiner and colleagues (1996) showed that children participating in an arts program which included music with a lower score on mathematics at baseline outperformed controls in terms of mathematics achievement, those participating the longest having the highest scores overall. Geoghegan and Mitchelmore (1996) investigated the impact of a weekly early childhood music program on the mathematics achievement of preschool children aged 4-5 years. The group of children involved in musical activities scored higher on a mathematics achievement test than the control group, although home musical background may have been a confounding factor. The children who listened more frequently to adults singing and their own music collection at home performed better than other children. Rickard and colleagues (2012) found that mathematics scores increased for children receiving additional music training when compared with controls but indicated that the effects were relatively small. Rauscher and Hinton (2011) provided a summary of results from several studies which focused on the impact of music lessons on preschoolers from low socio-economic status families randomly allocated to two years of music lessons and compared them to control groups assigned to computer lessons or no lessons. At the end of the study, the music groups had higher scores on arithmetic and spatial abilities although they were equivalent initially. Courey and colleagues (2012) in a study focusing on understanding of fractions assigned third grade children to a general mathematics programme or academic music instruction twice a week for 45 minutes over six weeks. Those in the music group used their conceptual understanding of music to inform their solutions to fraction computational problems. There were statistically significant differences in the performance of the two groups with large effect sizes. Those students who initially had less knowledge about fractions responded well to the music initiative and produced post-intervention scores similar to those of existing high achievers. Johnson and Edelson (2003) also implemented an activity for teaching children aspects of mathematics through musical concepts using musical instruments and musical symbols to expand concepts of serial order, fractions, sorting, classification and ratios. They concluded that music had the potential to assist in developing mathematical skills. However, in a study examining whether children’s experience of music training related to mathematics and their performance on a musical achievement test Yang and colleagues (2014)
found that while there was a relationship this did not appear to be causal. Similarly, Rafferty (2003) found no effect of the Music Spatial-Temporal Maths Program on the mathematics achievement of second graders and Costa-Giomi (2004) showed a negative effect on mathematical computation. A recent systematic review supports the inconclusive nature of the findings (Jaschke et al., 2013).

One of the reasons for the low levels of association between musical training and mathematics may be that musical training is associated with some aspects of mathematics but not others. For instance, Bahna-James (1991) found that high-school students’ music theory grades correlated with their grades in algebra, geometry and pre-calculus but not with grades on an advanced mathematics course on logic. Similarly, Bahr and Christensen (2000) reported that performance on a mathematics test and a musicianship rating scale correlated in areas where music and maths shared structural overlap in pattern recognition and symbol usage but not for other areas of mathematics where there was no overlap. However, not all of the research supports this. For instance, Helmbold and colleagues (2005) failed to demonstrate any advantage for musicians in pattern recognition.

The type of musical training may be important. Cheek and Smith (1999) studying eighth graders found that those who had two or more years of private lessons had higher mathematics scores, while those learning keyboard instruments had higher scores than those learning other instruments. Another factor may be length of engagement. Whitehead (2001) found that middle and high school students who were placed in high, moderate and no treatment groups for music instruction differed in mathematics gains, the high involvement children showing the greatest gains.

Overall, the evidence suggests that active engagement with music may be able to improve some elements of mathematical performance, but the nature of this relationship, the kinds of musical training needed to realise the effect, the length of time required and the specific types of mathematical problems which are affected need further investigation.
There has long been an interest in the relationship between musical training and intellectual development. Many early studies explored the relationships between the two with a particular focus on how intelligence mediated musical ability (Beckham, 1942; Fracker and Howard, 1928; Hollingworth, 1926). Later studies explored the relationships (e.g. Antrim, 1945; Bienstock, 1942; Ross, 1936) not addressing the direction of causality which has led some to argue that more intelligent children are drawn to participate in musical activities (Farnsworth, 1946; Ross, 1936). Indeed there is evidence that children who take up a musical instrument frequently have higher level academic skills prior to participating in musical activities (Feldman & Matjasko, 2005; Fitzpatrick, 2006; Gibson et al., 2009; Hille et al., 2011; Kinney, 2008, 2010; 2007; Ruthsatz et al., 2008; Schellenberg, 2011a; Schellenberg & Mankarious, 2012), although this is not always the case (Habibi et al., 2014). Take up is often related to the socio-economic status of families and family make-up both of which support opportunities for musical engagement (Bugaj & Brenner, 2011; Costa-Giomi, 2012; Elpus & Abril, 2011; Kinney, 2010; Schellenberg & Weiss, 2013).

Research which has adopted a retrospective approach to studying the relationship between active engagement with music and intelligence has found enhanced performance from musicians on a range of intellectual skills. For instance, adopting a cross sectional approach, Schlaug and colleagues (2005) compared 9–11 year old instrumentalists with an average of four years training with controls. They showed that the instrumental group performed significantly better than the control group on musical audiation, left hand index finger tapping rate, and the vocabulary subtest of the WISC-III. Strong non-significant trends were seen in a phonemic awareness test, Raven’s Progressive Matrices, and a mathematics test.

Schellenberg and colleagues have undertaken a series of studies exploring the relationships between musical engagement and intelligence. For instance, Schellenberg (2006) administered standardized tests of intelligence to a sample of about 300 children and adults. Participants varied widely in the extent of their musical experiences outside school. Among the children cognitive performance was associated positively with months of music lessons even after holding constant parents’ education,
family income, and duration of involvement. Associations were strongest for an aggregate measure of intelligence with no association between musical activity and particular subtests when general intelligence was held constant.

In a later study, Schellenberg (2011a) compared 106 children aged 9-12 in terms of their musical training and IQ scores (Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence including vocabulary, block design, similarities and matrix reasoning). The musically trained children had higher IQ scores which remained when a range of socio-economic factors were taken into account. However, in a study of pitch processing and general intelligence, Schellenberg and Moreno (2010) found that trained participants exhibited superior performance on tests of pitch-processing speed and relative pitch but no superiority on a measure of general intelligence.

Hille and colleagues (2011) explored the impact of different types of musical activities on intelligence. They tested 194 boys aged 8-9 years just over half of whom had learned to play a musical instrument. Non-verbal measures of intelligence were higher for boys playing an instrument with a moderate effect size, but no difference in non-verbal measures of intelligence was found for boys who sang in a choir and those who did not. Overall, active participation in a choir or lessons called ‘First Experiences with Music’ did not show the benefits associated with learning to play an instrument.

Intervention studies have demonstrated the complexity of the issues involved. In an early study Hurwitz and colleagues (1975) assigned first-grade children to a group receiving Kodaly music lessons for five days each week for seven months or a control group which did not. At the end of the study, the experimental group scored significantly higher than the control group on three of five sequencing tasks and four of five spatial tasks. No statistically significant differences were found for verbal measures, although the children in the experimental group had higher reading achievement scores than those in the control group which were maintained after two academic years. Gromko and Poorman (1998) compared pre-school children in a group engaging in weekly musical activities with a control group and found that for the three year olds in the study an intellectually stimulating environment resulted in a gain in the ability to perform the spatial-temporal task element of an intelligence test. Bilhartz and colleagues (1999) studied the relationship between participation in a structured music curriculum and cognitive development in 4-6 year olds. Half of the children participated in a 30 week 75 minute weekly parent-involved music curriculum. Following this, children were tested with six sub-tests of the Stanford-Binet intelligence test and the Young Child Music Skills Assessment test. There
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were significant gains for the music group on the music test and the Stanford-Binet Bead Memory subtest.

Costa-Giomi (1999, 2004, Costa-Giomi and Ryan, 2007) completed a longitudinal study on the effects of piano instruction on children’s cognitive abilities. Children were randomly assigned to an experimental or a control group. Each child received free instruction. The two groups of children were comparable at the start of the study in terms of musical ability, cognitive abilities, and academic achievement in maths and language and motor skills. After two years of instruction the children in the experimental group obtained significantly higher scores on the cognitive ability tests and the spatial scores but no differences were found after three years. No differences in the quantitative and verbal cognitive abilities of the two groups were found after two years of the study. A follow up study conducted seven years after the completion of the lessons showed no differences between groups. Similarly, analysis at the ten year follow up (Costa-Giomi and Ryan, 2007) showed no differences in IQ or memory. The initial gains became negligible over time. The improvements were small and temporary and seem to have depended on the level of the children’s commitment and effort. After three years, twenty two percent of the variance in cognitive improvement was explained by their attendance at lessons and time spent practising. Those who were more committed gained more (Costa-Giomi, 1999).

In a carefully controlled study, Schellenberg (2004) randomly assigned a large sample of children to four different groups, two of which received music lessons (standard keyboard, Kodaly voice) for a year, the control groups receiving instruction in a non-musical artistic activity (drama) or no lessons. All four groups exhibited increases in IQ as would be expected over the time period but the music groups had reliably larger increases in full scale IQ with an effect size of .35. Children in the control groups had average increases of 4.3 points while the music groups had increases of seven points. On all but two of the 12 subtests the music group had larger increases than control groups. Notably, the music groups had larger increases on the four indexes that measured more specific abilities (verbal ability, spatial ability, processing speed, and attention).

Another study focused on Iranian kindergarteners who were assigned randomly to twelve 75 minute music lessons taught weekly and compared to children of the same age matched on gender and socio-economic status who did not receive lessons (Kaviani et al., 2014). The music group had larger increases in IQ over the 12-week period. Similarly, a study with Israeli children aged 6-12 found a causal effect of music training on intelligence. Children who were assigned to a two-
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year music-training program had larger increases in general intelligence compared to a control group with no intervention (Portowitz & Klein, 2007; Portowitz et al., 2009).

In a more recent study, Moreno and colleagues (2011a; 2011b) devised two interactive computerised training programmes with a focus on music or art. After only 20 days of training the children in the music group exhibited enhanced performance on a measure of verbal intelligence. These changes were positively correlated with changes in functional brain plasticity during an executive function task which the authors suggested indicated that the impact of musical engagement on intelligence was related to executive functions.

Not all of the intervention research has supported the findings showing increases in IQ relating to active participation in musical activities. Mehr and colleagues (2013) conducted two random controlled trials with American preschool children aged four years comparing participation in music classes with visual arts classes. Parents attended classes with their children. The classes ran for six weeks with a total of 4.5 hours of musical engagement. The musical engagement involved singing, some work with percussion instruments and movement and was relatively unstructured. The children were tested in four distinctive cognitive areas, spatial-navigational reasoning, visual form analysis, numerical discrimination, and receptive vocabulary. In the first experiment the children from the music group showed greater spatial navigational ability while children from the visual arts class showed greater visual form analysis. However, a partial replication with another group of children did not confirm these findings.

A key issue arising from this research is the nature of the musical activity which brings about change in relation to particular aspects of intellectual development and why. The research reported above was based on children’s participation in a variety of musical activities, some offering a broad musical education, others focused more closely on instrumental tuition. To begin to address these questions, Rauscher and colleagues (reported in Rauscher, 2009) explored the impact of different types of musical activity in at-risk preschool children. Five groups received piano, singing, rhythm, computer or no instruction for two years. The three music groups scored higher following instruction than the control groups on mental imagery tasks but the scores of the rhythm group were significantly higher than all other groups on tasks requiring temporal cognition and mathematical ability. The findings from this study suggest that it is rhythmic training which is important for the development of temporal cognition and mathematics skills, while developing enhanced perceptual
skills in relation to pitch and melody supports language development, although rhythm emerges as important in relation to literacy.

Despite the conflicting evidence from intervention studies, it seems that engagement with music can enhance some skills which contribute to scores on intelligence tests. The evidence suggests that the longer the training the greater the impact (Corrigall & Schellenberg, 2014; Corrigall et al., 2013; Degé et al., 2011a; Degé et al., 2014; Schellenberg, 2006) and that the relationships between musical training and intelligence remain when a range of confounding variables related to family background are taken into account in the analyses (Corrigall et al., 2013; Degé et al., 2011a; Schellenberg, 2006, 2011a, 2011b, Schellenberg & Mankarious, 2012). Catterall and Rauscher (2008) argue that the gains seen in more general IQ are likely to be the result of specific gains in visual-spatial intelligence but there may also be effects related to the enhanced development of language and literacy skills. Črnčec and colleagues in a review (2006) concluded that music instruction conferred consistent benefits for spatio-temporal reasoning skills; however, improvements in associated academic domains, such as arithmetic, had not been reliably shown. Jaschke and colleagues (2013) in review of research on children aged 4-13 argued that there was a need to clarify the nature of the research questions being considered and whether global or subsets of measures of intelligence should be used.

Overall, taking the findings together, it would appear that active engagement with making music can have an impact on intellectual development. What requires further research is the specific types of musical participation which develop specific skills which may transfer automatically to other areas and what are the common features of these skills.

**Executive functioning and self-regulation**

One explanation for the impact of musical activities on intellectual skills draws on the possible mediating role of executive functioning and self-regulation. Executive functions are related to working memory and also involve the conscious control of action, thoughts, emotions and general abilities such as planning, the capacity to ignore irrelevant information, to inhibit incorrect automatic responses and to solve problems. Executive functions also include cognitive flexibility - the ability to adjust to novel or changing task demands (Diamond, 1990; 2002; Lezak, 2004; Zelazo, 2004). Executive functions are predominantly located in the frontal cortex. A recent model of intelligence, parieto-frontal integration theory (P-FIT) (Jung & Haier, 2007) has highlighted structural links common to music, language and intelligence specifically in shared brain structures.
such as the prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulated and a region within the temporal lobes.

Playing a musical instrument, particularly in an ensemble requires many sub-skills associated with executive functioning including sustained attention, goal-directed behaviour and cognitive flexibility. Formal music practice involves cognitive challenge, controlled attention for long periods of time, keeping musical passages in working memory or encoding them into long-term memory and decoding musical scores and translating them into motor programmes. These activities draw on complex cognitive functions which have been illustrated in brain imaging research (Schon et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2003). Hannon and Trainor (2007) argue that formal musical instruction seems to train a set of attentional and executive functions, which have domain-specific and domain-general consequences. The development process for this to occur is complex as plasticity is affected by various anatomical processes, such as synaptic proliferation and pruning, myelination, and neurofilament and neurotransmitter levels, each of which has its own developmental trajectory. As learning proceeds neural networks settle into more stable states. What is clear is that executive functions are imperative for learning and impact on academic attainment at all levels (Best et al., 2011).

Correlation studies have explored the relationships between active music making and enhanced executive functioning. Studies of adult musicians have shown superiority in terms of some executive functions when compared with non-musicians, for instance in non-verbal spatial tasks and auditory and visual Stroop tasks (Bialystok & DePape, 2009; Travis et al., 2011). Rodrigues and colleagues (2013) compared musicians working in symphony orchestras with non-musicians and found that the former had augmented ability in a range of forms of visual attention. Superior performance has been demonstrated in children and adults with musical training over non-musician controls on measures of auditory and visual working memory (e.g. Franklin et al., 2008; Fujioka et al., 2006; George & Coch, 2011; Lee et al., 2007; Pallensen et al., 2010; Parbery-Clark et al., 2011), although Meinz and Hambrick (2010) found that musical practice only accounted for about half of the variance in piano sight-reading skills with an incremental effect of working memory capacity. Processing speed has also been shown to have a positive relationship with music training in both adults (Bugos et al., 2007; Helmbold et al., 2005) and children (Roden et al., 2014b; Schellenberg, 2006). Further support for the role of executive functions comes from research showing that adult musicians are better than nonmusicians at identifying the pitch of a tone presented with conflicting but irrelevant verbal information and the direction of an arrow presented with conflicting but irrelevant spatial information (Bialystok & DePape, 2009). Working
with children aged 9-12 years, with different lengths of time having music lessons, Degé and colleagues (2011a) assessed five different executive functions (set shifting, selective attention, planning, inhibition, and fluency). Significant associations emerged between music lessons and all of the measures of executive function. Executive function mediated the association between music lessons and intelligence with the measures of selective attention and inhibition being the strongest contributors to the mediation effect. The authors argued that at least part of the association between music lessons and intelligence is explained by the positive influence music lessons have on executive functions.

Not all of the research has found positive relationships between musical training, executive functions and self-regulation. Schellenberg (2011a) compared musically trained and untrained musicians aged 9-12 on a measure of IQ and five measures of executive function. IQ was measured with the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (vocabulary, block design, similarities and matrix reasoning). Attention and working memory were assessed by a digit span task comprising forward and backward tasks. The test for phonological fluency asked children to name as many words as they could in one minute that started with the letter F or S. The Sun-Moon Stroop test assessed children's ability to ignore conflicting information. In the congruent task children were given pictures of suns and moons and asked to name as many as they could in 45 seconds. In the incongruent task they had to report sun for every moon and vice versa. The test of problem solving was a computerized version of the Tower of Hanoi problem. Finally, in the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test children were asked to match individual cards to a key card. They were not told how to match the cards but were given feedback after each response. The matching rule changed after 10 correct responses. The musically trained children had higher IQ scores and digit span scores which remained when a range of socioeconomic factors were taken into account but there were no differences on any of the other measures. While IQ and executive function were correlated and the musically trained group had higher IQs and this advantage extended across the IQ subtests, the association between musical training and executive function was negligible.

Evidence from neuroscience has shown that there are differences in the frontal cortex of musicians and non-musicians, the area of the brain which is implicated in the regulation of attention (Gaser & Schlaug, 2003; Sluming et al., 2002). Musical engagement increases gray matter density in the frontal brain areas which are involved in controlling musical tasks (e.g. Hyde et al., 2009), while musicians who continue to practice beyond 60 years of age show less or no degeneration of gray matter density in the frontal cortex. Practising a musical instrument seems to
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prevent deterioration of executive functions involving monitoring and planning (Sluming et al., 2002). Pallensen and colleagues (2010) examined working memory for musical sounds and found that in comparisons between musicians and non-musicians, the musicians had heightened activity in neuronal networks that sustained attention and cognitive control including the pre-frontal regions and the supplementary motor area. The relationship between task performance and activation patterns was strongest in the musicians during the periods when the load on working memory was the heaviest. In a recent study, Zuk and colleagues (2014) compared adults with extensive music training with non-musicians and school aged children (musicians and non-musicians) on a range of executive functions including cognitive flexibility, inhibition, verbal fluency, working memory and processing speed. The adults and the children showed heightened performance on some but not all of the executive function tests. The adults showed differences in cognitive flexibility and working memory, while the music group children showed enhanced performance on cognitive flexibility, processing speed, verbal fluency and enhanced brain activation in traditional executive function regions during rule representation and a task switching test. Nutley and colleagues (2013) focused on children and adolescents aged between six and 25 years. In a longitudinal study with testing two years apart they demonstrated that musical practice had a positive association with working memory capacity (visuo-spatial and verbal), processing speed and reasoning skills at all time points after taking into account parental education and participation in other school activities. Those participating in musical activities had larger gray matter volume in the temporo-occipital and insular cortex, areas which are known to be associated with the reading of musical notation. Changes in working memory were proportional to the number of hours spent in weekly practice but this did not apply to measures of verbal reasoning. It may be that reading notation is important in the development of at least some executive functions as it requires visuo-spatial working memory, rapid information processing, visuo-spatial decoding and a constant updating of notes.

One study has suggested that music may impact on the rate of cortical thickness maturation.

Hudziak and colleagues (2014) assessed the extent to which playing a musical instrument was associated with cortical thickness development among healthy youths. Participants (232 youths aged 6-18 years) underwent MRI scanning and behavioural testing on up to three separate visits occurring at two-year intervals. While there was no association between cortical thickness and years playing a musical instrument follow-up analysis revealed that music training was associated with an increased rate of cortical thickness maturation within areas implicated in
motor planning and coordination, visuospatial ability, and emotion and impulse regulation.

There is relatively little intervention research with children in relation to their executive functioning and participation in music making activities. An exception is the work of Moreno and colleagues (2011a; 2011b) who assigned 71 4-6 year-olds to four weeks of intensive computerised training in music listening or visual arts. The two programmes had the same learning goals, graphics and design, duration, number of breaks and number of teaching staff. The music curriculum was based on a combination of motor, perceptual and cognitive tasks relying primarily on listening tasks and included training in rhythm, pitch, melody, voice and basic musical concepts. The visual art curriculum focused on the development of visuo-spatial skills. The children engaged in the training programme in two daily sessions of one hour each for five days per week for four weeks. The children in the music group showed greater improvements in the ability to identify geometric figures on the basis of colour while ignoring irrelevant variation in shape. These changes were positively correlated with changes in functional brain plasticity during an executive function task. However, there was no difference in reaction times between the groups. Correlations between executive function and improvement in intelligence scores were positive and moderate. The authors argue that this suggests that any impact of musical engagement on intelligence is related to executive functions.

Other research has indicated that participation in formal early music education classes is linked with better self-regulation skills. Winsler and colleagues (2011) compared a group of 3-4 year old children receiving weekly kindermusic (music and movement) classes with a group who had not experienced any structured early childhood music classes. Those enrolled in the music classes showed better self-regulation than those not enrolled as measured by a battery of tests that required children to wait, slow down and initiate or suppress a response. The kindermusik children were also more likely to use a range of positive self-regulatory strategies including private speech during an attention task and singing/humming during a waiting task.

Parent-child music therapy efficacy studies have also indicated that joint active music participation supports improved child-parent interactions and enhanced impulse control and self-regulation skills (Malloch et al., 2012; Pasiali, 2012). Galarce and colleagues (2012) reported enhanced self-regulation in terms of inappropriate speaking to others, while Brown and Sax (2013) found that an arts enriched programme including music helped emotional regulation skills in low-income children when compared to non arts programmes.
There is a growing literature exploring the cognitive benefits of active engagement with music throughout the lifespan some of which has included self-reports which are related to executive functions. For instance, Gembris (2008) carried out a questionnaire study with members of senior amateur orchestras with an average age of 71 years and found music was seen as helping them to cope and deal with difficult situations. Participants in singing activities (Clift et al., 2008) and a wide range of musical activities (Creech et al., 2014) have also commented on the way that making music stimulates cognitive capacity including attention, concentration, memory and learning (Clift et al., 2008). Studies of older adults with high levels of musical training have shown that they tend to perform better than their musically untrained counterparts on cognitive control tasks involving nonverbal memory and cognitive flexibility (Hanna-Pladdy & MacKay, 2011) and on tasks involved in a range of auditory tasks, visuo-spatial memory span, cognitive control processes and a composite measure of cognitive control (Amer et al., 2013).

An intervention study with older adults (aged 60–85) (Bugos et al., 2007) who were randomly assigned to 6 months of individual piano lessons or a non-lessons control group found that the music group outperformed the control group on a test that assessed processing speed in matching symbols with digits. There were significant improvements in attention, concentration, planning, cognitive flexibility and working memory. For these benefits to be maintained regular practice and tuition was needed as decline followed when the activities ceased.

Overall, the jury is still out on the possible impact of music training on executive functions and their relationship with measured intelligence, although it is clear that some elements of executive functioning are enhanced by musical training. Future research needs to attempt to establish more clearly which executive functions may be implicated in transfer and whether these relate to skills which have become automated or are related to those requiring conscious cognitive processing or a combination of these.
Creativity

Researchers have paid relatively little attention to the impact of music on creativity. In early research, Simpson (1969) studying 173 high school music and 45 non-music students found that the music students scored higher on several elements of the Guildford tests of creativity. Wolff (1979) studied the effects of 30 minutes of daily music instruction for an entire year on first graders. Those participating exhibited significant increases in creativity and in perceptual motor skills compared with controls. Kalmar (1982) studied the effects of singing and musical group play twice weekly for three years on pre-school children of 3-4 years of age and found that these children scored higher than controls on creativity, had higher levels of abstraction, and showed greater creativity in improvised puppet play. They also demonstrated better motor development, while Kiehn (2003) in study of second, fourth and sixth grade children found a weak but statistically significant correlation between music creativity and figural creativity.

Major national reports on the arts have emphasised their importance in developing a range of transferable skills including those related to creativity and critical thinking (NACCCE, 1999). High school and university music students have been shown to score higher on tests of creativity than none music majors, this being particularly marked in those with more than ten years of music education (Hamann et al., 1990). Gibson and colleagues (2009) compared classical music students with other similar students on behavioural tasks also using near infrared spectroscopy. The musicians had increased convergent and divergent thinking compared with non-musicians, while the infrared spectroscopy revealed greater bilateral frontal activity in the musicians. It may be that non-musicians rely more on the left hemisphere when undertaking divergent thinking than musicians.

Comparisons of music students with those whose experiences included theatrical and visual arts showed that the music students exhibited greater creativity than controls but no effects were found for the visual arts; the greater the number of units of music classes the greater the creativity (Hamann et al., 1991). Charyton and Snelbecker (2007) investigated similarities and differences in general, artistic, and scientific creativity between higher education engineering and music students and found that the musicians scored higher in general and artistic creativity with no
significant differences in scientific creativity. They also had statistically higher levels of measured general creativity, creative attributes, creative temperament, and cognitive risk tolerance.

The development of creative skills is likely to be particularly dependent on the type of musical engagement. This is supported by Koutsoupidou and Hargreaves (2009) who studied six year olds comparing those who had opportunities for musical improvisation with those where music lessons provided no opportunities for creativity. Performance on Webster's measures of Creative Thinking in Music assessed change in extensiveness, flexibility, originality, and syntax. The improvisation activities significantly supported the development of creative thinking as opposed to the didactic teaching. To enhance creativity music lessons may need to include creative activities. This is an area where further research is required.
**General attainment**

Most of the research exploring the links between participation in musical activities and attainment is based on correlation analysis which precludes the demonstration of causality, particularly as there are many possible confounding factors including having supportive parents and a home environment conducive to studying. There is also the possibility that music programmes may attract students who are already amongst the highest attaining (Harrison, 1990; Klinedinst, 1991), for reviews see Arnett-Gary (1998), Shobo (2001), Yoon (2000), Hodges and O’Connell (2007), Costa-Giomi (2012) and Schellenberg (2014).

The evidence from correlation studies in the USA has shown that students who participate in music education do better than their peers on many measures of academic achievement. Much of this research is based on large state wide or national datasets. For instance, at state level, Abeles (2007) reported that groups of second grade children who participated in a weekly violin programme (3 lessons every 2 weeks) outperformed non-violin group controls in performance on state wide mathematics and language arts tests. Morrison (1994) using data from the National Centre for Educational Statistics representing over 13,000 students showed that high school students who participated in music reported higher grades in English, mathematics, history, and science than those who did not participate. Similar outcomes have been reported by Trent (1996), Cardarelli (2003) and Fitzpatrick (2006). In a study of four regions of the USA, Johnson and Memmott (2006) studied 4,739 elementary and middle school students and showed a strong relationship between third and fourth grade students’ academic achievement and their participation in music programmes. However, this was moderated by the quality of the programme; the higher the quality of the programme, the higher the academic attainment.

Children who have participated in music courses while in high school do better on standardized verbal and maths achievement tests in the USA with the number of years engaged in music correlated with test performance (Catterall, 1998). The most successful young musicians in the USA who participate in state wide ensembles also have higher SAT scores than state averages (DeCarbo et al., 1990; Henry & Braucht, 2007). Schellenberg (2006) showed that music training was associated positively with children’s performance in school and that those who took
music lessons over relatively long periods of time tended to be particularly successfully even when intelligence was controlled for.

Not all of the evidence from large scale studies supports the positive impact of participation in musical activities. Miksza (2007) using data from National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 with a sample of 5335 created a composite item which assessed student participation in music for the entire duration of the study from eighth to twelfth grade and measured academic achievement in maths, reading comprehension, science and social studies. There were significant differences for all sub-tests in the initial testing in favour of those who had participated in band, choir or orchestra but rates of change in mathematics, science of social studies were no greater for the music participants and in reading achievement the music participants increased more slowly than non-participants. In a later study Miszka (2010) used data from the Educational Longitudinal Study of 2002. Multilevel modelling was able to take account of a wide range of individual factors including socio-economic status, minority status, peer influence and music participation and school level factors including the number of music teachers. Outcome variables were standardized mathematics scores, a composite community ethics score which included strong friendships, helping people in the community and working to correct social and economic inequalities and a composite school commitment variable including late arrival, skipping class and absence from school. Music participation was related to all outcome variables after controlling for all individual and school level factors. Students in high school music ensembles were more likely to have higher standardised mathematics achievement scores, be more concerned about community ethics and be more committed to school.

Southgate and Roscigno (2009) using two national data sets, ECLS-K (20,000 US kindergarten students) and NELS:88 (25,000 adolescents) and three measures of music participation in school, outside school and parental involvement in the form of concert attendance found that music involvement varied systematically by class and gender status. Involvement had implications for both mathematics and reading achievement for young children and adolescents and associations between music and achievement persisted even when prior achievement was taken into account. There was evidence of social class variation in within-school music involvement in adolescents but not in early childhood, while the effects of class on parental music involvement were strong and consistent in both samples. Southgate and Roscigno suggested that this was likely to be related to resource issues. As a mediator of educational outcomes music involvement was significant for both mathematics and reading achievement. It generally increased achievement levels although gains were not distributed equally among all students, a white student ad-
vantage existed. This may relate to the type of musical activity engaged in and the opportunities afforded the students for performance which may contribute to enhanced self-esteem and increased motivation.

Evidence from El Sistema and Sistema inspired projects has indicated a positive impact of participating in musical activities on attainment. In the UK, where the programme focuses on children in schools in deprived areas, Smithhurst (2011) reported that after one year of participation in the programme children in Years 1–4 in one school were achieving better scores in mathematics, reading and writing compared with their peers who were not involved. Ninety percent of the children were reaching target grades in maths compared with sixty-eight percent not involved in the programme. Similar trends were evident in reading with eighty-five percent of programme children reaching target grades compared with sixty-two percent not in the programme and in writing (sixty-five percent compared with forty-five percent). Burns and Bewick (2011) reported that after two years of participating in the programme where children engaged with music for 4.5 hours per week forty-three percent of the children had progressed more than four levels in maths, fifty-three percent in reading and forty-two percent in writing compared with a national average of three levels, despite the fact that the participants included a high proportion of children with special educational needs. However, the rate of improvement slowed as participation continued. In a programme in Chile, Egaña de Sol (2008) showed a positive effect on academic attainment in verbal and mathematics skills. This was attributed in part to participants holding higher expectations of their academic achievements, although evaluations of other programmes in Chile had mixed results with some programmes having positive results and others no impact (Evaluación de impacto programa orquestas juveniles e infantiles, 2010). Programmes in the USA have indicated increased academic attainment as an outcome of participation with more children achieving roll of honour status particularly where children participated for an extended period of time (Creech et al., 2013). Creech and colleagues (2013) in their review of El Sistema and Sistema inspired programmes concluded:

‘with few exceptions the studies demonstrate significant and steady improvement in academic attainment, achieving targets and in some cases outperforming comparison groups in maths, reading and writing. There is some evidence that these effects may be cumulative, related to prolonged engagement in the programmes’ (page 67).

There have been a small number of experimental studies on the effects of participation in music on general attainment. Barr and colleagues (2002) and Hoffman (1995) indicated a positive effect. Similarly, Cabanac and
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colleagues (2013) compared the performance of students who participated in a music programme in a single school in Canada with those who did not and found that the music students had consistently higher attainment. Hines (2000), studying students with learning difficulties from kindergarten through to ninth grade found neither reading nor mathematics achievement was affected by type of music instruction, motoric or non-motoric. Legette (1993) also found no effect of music instruction. Schneider and Klotz (2000) compared the impact of enrolment in music performance classes or athletic extracurricular activities on academic achievement and found that all groups were equivalent in the fifth and sixth grade but during the seventh, eighth and ninth grades the musicians achieved significantly higher academic achievement scores than the athletes but not than non-participant controls.

Overall, the evidence from correlation studies suggests that children who experience musical training have advantages across all school subjects except sport even after general intelligence is controlled for (Wetter et al., 2009). Their performance is better than might be expected based on their scores on intelligence tests (Corrigall et al., 2013; Schellenberg, 2006). However, the relationship may not be causal as more able children may be more attracted than the less able to musical activities, although as overall academic attainment depends on the development of basic literacy skills which do seem to be enhanced through transfer effects from musical activities prior intellectual advantage is not likely to be the only explanation. Motivation is also crucial in how well children perform at school and is closely linked to self-perceptions of ability, self-efficacy and aspirations (Hallam, 2005). If active engagement with music increases positive perceptions of self, this may transfer to other areas of study and increase motivation to persist. A study by the Norwegian Research Council for Science and Humanities supported this finding a connection between having musical competence and high motivation which led to a greater likelihood of success in school (Lillemyr, 1983). There were high correlations between positive self-perception, cognitive competence, self-esteem, and interest and involvement in school music. The extent to which music activities enhance positive self-beliefs may be an important factor in increasing motivation and may also explain the contradictory findings relating to attainment.

Related to this, participating in high quality musical activities seems to affect aspirations which enhance motivation and subsequently attainment. Devroop (2009) explored the effects of music tuition on the career plans of disadvantaged South African youth and found positive outcomes. There is also extensive evidence from El Sistema and Sistema inspired programmes that engagement with music tuition and participation in an orchestra acts to enhance aspirations (see Creech et al., 2013).
Lewis and colleagues (2011) reported raised aspirations in part attributed to contact with inspirational role models. Uy (2010) noted a major positive impact with regard to enhanced academic aspirations with one hundred per cent of students being enrolled in high school, university or conservatoire with forty percent studying music and others pursuing a range of other academic subjects. Galarce and colleagues (2012) reported improved academic aspirations and students less likely to procrastinate in their school work, while Cuesta (2008) found that sixty three percent of participants achieved better in school compared with fifty percent of non-participants. Many of the USA Sistema inspired programmes also identified elevated aspirations as a goal and indicated success in this respect. Overall, Creech and colleagues (2013) concluded that raised aspirations were one of the most frequently cited positive outcomes of Sistema inspired programmes.

Participating in arts activities including music may also enhance attainment through providing opportunities to develop different aspects of learning. Burton and colleagues (1999) described a taxonomy of eight general areas where this may occur including the opportunity to express ideas and emotions, enhanced and focused perception, the opportunity to make connections, to observe layered and complex relationships between diverse forms of knowledge, being able to construct and organise new meanings, to perceive and understand various points of view, to imagine new possibilities, and to provide opportunities for sensory learning. Music students may also be more conscientious than non-music students which may explain why they are more successful at school than would be indicated by their IQ scores (Corrigal et al., 2013).

Overall, the evidence suggests a positive relationship between active music making and general attainment. What underpins this relationship is less clear. The relationship may be mediated by other factors, for instance, transfer of aural, phonemic, spatial and memory skills or those relating to planning, motivation or changed aspirations.
Music and personality

The study of personality in relation to attainment generally and musically specifically is important as it may be a mediating factor in the transfer of skills. Such research as has been undertaken into the personality of musicians has tended to compare musicians with non-musicians or compare the personalities of musicians playing different instruments or working in different genres. Research exploring the personality characteristics of Western classical musicians suggests that they are bold introverts who direct energy inwards and appear outwardly reserved, the nature of solitary practice encouraging autonomy and independence of thought (Kemp 1996).

Differences have been identified between players of different instruments and those working in different genres. String players tend to be introverted, imaginative and radical, while brass players are more extraverted and have lower levels of self-discipline in comparison to other performing groups. Percussionists also tend towards extroversion. These findings suggest that the extent of practice required for these different instruments (typically more for string players) and their role in the orchestra (more prominent for brass, wind and percussion players) either attracts people with personality characteristics suited to these roles or that these characteristics develop in response to the particular demands being made of them by their chosen roles in the music profession (Kemp 1996; Wills & Cooper 1988). More recent research comparing classical and pop/rock musicians in terms of sensation seeking which found higher levels in the pop/rock musicians supports the notion that particular types of music attract those with particular temperaments (Vuust et al., 2010).

One personality facet which is of particular interest in relation to attainment is conscientiousness as this may be a mediating factor in explaining differences between young musicians and non-musicians. There is certainly evidence that undergraduate music students exhibit conscientious-like traits (Kemp, 1996; Marchant-Haycox & Wilson, 1992), although composers and rock musicians are less conscientious than the general population (Gillespie & Myors, 2000; Kemp, 1996). It may be that those who are more self-disciplined are more likely to persevere in learning a musical instrument. Costa-Giomi (2006) observed children for three years as they began, continued and discontinued lessons. Those
who completed three years of lessons were more responsible, disciplined and able to concentrate. However, these traits characterized the students before they started to learn an instrument and did not change as a result of music instruction. Another explanation comes from research by Butkovic and colleagues (2015) who found that music specific flow proness was the best predictor of time spent practising when openness to experience, motivation and intelligence were taken into account.

Another strand of research has focused on the extent to which musicians are open to new experiences. The evidence suggests that they tend to be more creative, imaginative and interested in change (Kemp, 1996; Gibson et al., 2009). Research utilising the big-five personality measure (see John et al., 2008) has shown that duration of music training in childhood is associated positively with openness-to-experience, and that this association remains evident when cognitive ability is held constant. In 10-12-year-old children, duration of training is associated with both conscientiousness and openness-to-experience as assessed through self and parental reports (Corrigal et al., 2013). Personality variables are at least as good as cognitive variables at predicting involvement in music training (Corrigall et al., 2013). When children begin to take formal music lessons at around seven or eight years of age, the best predictors of participating in music training are the parent’s openness-to-experience and the child’s agreeableness (Corrigall & Schellenberg, 2014) suggesting that child compliance with parental wishes may be a factor.

Overall, the evidence suggests that there are links between personality and aspects of musical participation. What is not clear from the existing research is the direction of causality. The issue is whether engagement with music making leads to the development or enhancement of particular personality characteristics or whether individuals select musical activities which suit their existing characteristics.
Educational motivation and re-engagement of the disaffected

A small number of studies have demonstrated that engagement with music is related to positive attitudes towards school and better attendance (Davalos et al., 1999; Eccles & Barber, 1999; Taetle, 1999; Miszak, 2010). A review of El Sistema and Sistema inspired programmes concluded that one of the most positive outcomes was positive attitudes towards school (Creech et al., 2013). School attendance tended to improve with participation but as most of the programmes commenced at primary level where attendance tends to be good anyway the evidence relating to this was inconclusive (Creech et al., 2013).

One strand of research has focused on the possible role of music education in re-engaging disaffected learners. For instance, in a case study of a general music class in a Spanish public secondary school undertaken with disaffected learners who had received a total of 130 reprimands throughout the school year for poor behaviour and systematically rejecting school rules, Rusinek (2008) established that they enjoyed their music lessons. This may have been because the music teacher generated enthusiasm through an inclusive pedagogy in which the principle of music for all was adopted. Arrangements for percussion instruments, in four to twelve parts, of pop, classical and film music were played by each class. The goal of performance was shared by children and the teacher and was widely accepted as an important part of school culture. Similarly, an Australian study showed that a group of boys who were identified with behavioural issues who engaged in a proactive music making activity showed notable improvements in both classroom cooperation and self-esteem. The drumming exercises in the program were among the most popular and connected closely to the participants’ sense of maleness. The activities were fun and provided opportunities for students to enhance positive values such as group cohesion and self-esteem along with their behavioural and social competence (Smith, 2001).

Drumming seems to be a particularly effective form of musical intervention when children are disaffected (Bittman et al., 2001). It can support anger management, team building and substance abuse recovery leading to an increase in self-esteem and the development of leadership skills (Mikenas, 2003). Group drumming can foster a sense of cohesion as it teaches co-ordination and team work with participants having to assume
different roles and work together (Drake, 2003). Faulkner and colleagues (2012) developed a drumming programme as a way of engaging at-risk youth, while simultaneously incorporating themes and discussions relating to healthy relationships with others. An evaluation of the programme with a sample of 60 participants in Western Australia’s Wheatbelt region using quantitative and qualitative methods, including informal discussions with staff and participants, observation, participant and teacher questionnaires, and school attendance and behavioural incident records showed an increase in scores on a range of social indicators that demonstrated connection with the school community.

In the UK, one strand of research has focused on young people who are not in education, employment or training (NEETs). For instance, one study examined the impact on 48 children and young people who had engaged in a singing programme, Sing Up (Hampshire & Matthijssse, 2010). The findings indicated that participants’ self-confidence and aspirations were enhanced and that they developed new peer friendships and connections with parents. However, Hampshire and Matthijssse cautioned that children and young people from privileged backgrounds benefitted more than those from disadvantaged backgrounds, as they risked rejection by their existing friends as the program was perceived as “cheesy” or “gay”. This indicates the importance of any musical intervention being seen as relevant to the participants. A review of 15 Youth Music Funded projects (Qa Research, 2012) showed a range of positive outcomes associated with engaging NEETs or those at-risk in music making activity. Outcomes included increased motivation to engage in education, employment, or voluntary activity including gaining qualifications, heightened aspirations, and a more positive attitude towards learning. Participants also developed a range of transferable skills including basic academic skills, listening, reasoning and decision making, concentration / focus, team working, time keeping, goal setting and meeting deadlines. There was also evidence of enhanced well-being including increased self-esteem, self-respect, pride, empowerment, sense of achievement and confidence and an expansion of friendships, trust and improved relationships with adults. Aggression, hyperactivity and impulsivity decreased as participants learned to control their emotions. The projects also broadened horizons including increased awareness of different cultures and traditions.

An evaluation of the European Social Fund project, Engaging Disaffected Young People (LLSC, 2003) found that music and sport activities could encourage participants back in to learning by changing negative attitudes and perceptions towards education. Following completion of the project, eighty-five per cent of the 173 project participants were working towards a qualification. Alvaro and colleagues (2010) evaluated
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the pilot phase of the European Union’s E-Motion Project which was designed to utilise youth friendly music software in order to engage 14-17 year olds who had ‘dropped out’ of school, or who were at-risk of ‘dropping out’. Three experimental pilot programmes were delivered to groups containing between 19 and 26 students in single schools in three different countries: Italy, Romania and the UK. Teachers completed a score card for each student at the beginning and end of each programme. Overall, there were improvements in a range of basic academic skills and personal skills including listening and speaking, and alcohol avoidance. Interviews also indicated a reduction in offending, anti-social behaviour and substance abuse and for some participants enhanced interest in schoolwork, improved school attendance, attention, self-confidence, self-belief, motivation, cultural awareness and communication skills.

Some research has focused on whether engaging in making music can be beneficial to those young people in custody in the juvenile criminal justice system. In the USA, Baker and Homan (2007) studied the implementation of a music programme including piano, guitar, rapping, and computer based music sequencing and composition for a group of predominantly black youths within a detention centre offering a highly practical and direct means of allowing youth offenders to express a particular form of creativity in connection with their existing music and cultural interests. The treatment centre where the programme was based dealt primarily with anger management and substance abuse problems. Young people remained in the facility for an average of 90 days and only those with good behaviour were allowed to participate in the musical activities. Lessons were conducted with individuals or in small groups. While there were many benefits of the programme there were considerable challenges including time pressure, access to lessons which depended on the accumulation of privileges, lack of opportunities for practice and lack of opportunities for continuation on release.

In the UK, Anderson and Overy (2010) examined whether music and art classes could engage young offenders in ongoing education. Fourteen young offenders in Scotland voluntarily participated in the ten-week study. Participants were divided into three groups: music, art and a control education group. They completed pre- and post-interviews and measures that examined their emotions, self-esteem, self-control and literacy skills. Behavioural reports and enrolment in education courses were reviewed for three months before and after the project. The findings indicated increased engagement with education during and after the project for individuals in the music and art groups. Also in the UK, De Viggiani (2014) carried out a three year research project with 118 young people from 19 youth justice programmes. Each music programme had up to ten participants and ran for six half days each lasting from one and
a half to three hours. The approach was active and participatory and included singing, word association, lyrics, artwork, work with live instruments, music composition, and the production of a CD or the giving of a live performance. Most of the volunteers identified with the music as being familiar and safe. For some it brought credibility and celebrity success with peers but also the expression of criminal identity (genres associated with drugs, guns, gangs, misogyny). As in the study by Baker and Homan (2007), there were a great many challenges for the tutors in implementing the program including the highly varied demographics of participants, the transience of the offender population, drop out, lack of opportunities for follow up, dependence on gate keepers, difficult group dynamics, lack of decision making skills in participants and passivity or resistance as a self-preservation strategy. Despite this the program showed the potential to support young people in coping with difficult circumstances and for some delivering life-changing benefits.

In research on a Sistema inspired program, Castaneda-Castaneda (2009) working in Columbia explored the impact on young people in a youth detention centre. Intensive guitar workshops were offered as part of a rehabilitation programme and were argued to have developed musical and citizenships skills. Article author query

In South Africa, Woodward and colleagues (2008) evaluated instruction in African marimba and djembe ensemble performance on the behaviour of juvenile offenders. The programme integrated music teaching, mentoring and intercultural exchanges aimed at both the acquisition of musical skills that offered opportunities for diversion from crime and at successful reintegration into society. The children made rapid progress in developing musical skills. Interviews with parents revealed that family relationships improved and students were more co-operative and helpful, demonstrating respect and acting responsibly. There were also positive outcomes in terms of attitudes towards school. The reoffending rate for the pilot group in the six months post-program was nine percent, while in the second six months, this dropped to zero, with no repeat offences committed (Mathiti, 2002). The program was successful in aiding the children to connect with their families, communities, and culture.

In the USA, Tyson (2002) studied the effects of Hip Hop Therapy on self-concept and peer relations in a residential setting for at-risk youth. The program comprised hip-hop, bibliotherapy and music therapy that involved discussion of rap lyrics, emphasising positive themes including identity, peace and unity. Participants spoke highly of the project although there were no statistically significant changes in quantitative measures of outcomes. Similar mixed findings were reported by Gann
(2010) who assessed the effects of music on self-concept and peer support in a small sample of at-risk pupils from two urban schools.

A systematic review of research on the impact of active music making on young people at-risk within the criminal justice system in the UK, Australia, the USA, Canada and South Africa undertaken by Daykin and colleagues (2011) showed that music offered the potential for improvements in self-efficacy, self-esteem and self-concept (Anderson and Overy, 2010; Bittman et al., 2009; Kennedy, 1998; Tyson, 2002) with some participants showing improvements in mood, reduced anger, increased motivation and improved behaviour (Anderson and Overy, 2010; Bittman et al., 2009; Woodward et al., 2008). Overall, the review concluded that music projects could help in positive identity construction (Baker and Homan, 2007; de Roeper and Savelsberg, 2009; Woodward et al., 2008) and could empower young people (Baker and Homan, 2007; de Roeper and Savelsberg, 2009; Lotter, 2003; Woodward et al., 2008). The impact was in part mediated by the extent that the young people had ownership of the music. This varied across contexts and was influenced by a range of factors, including the skills and approaches of those leading the projects (Baker and Homan, 2007; Gann, 2010; Lashua, 2005; Tyson, 2002).

Overall, the evidence suggests that music and arts programmes provide a safe means for young offenders to express difficult emotions and anger, although very short projects where participants are unable to meet their goals can lead to frustration (de Roeper and Savelsberg, 2009). Positive outcomes for music interventions have also been reported with adult offenders (Eastburn, 2003; Digard et al. 2007; Henley et al., 2012). In these studies participants enhanced their communication and social skills, increased their confidence, were better able to reflect on their situation and believed that they could change and attain their goals. There is also evidence that after participation in such projects prisoners seek out opportunities for further education and training (Wilson & Logan, 2006).

Taken together, the evidence suggests that music can be a vehicle for re-engaging young people in education and supporting those who are at-risk in making changes in their lives. The context within which the projects operate is important in their success as are the musical genres focused on and the quality of the musical facilitators. Deane and colleagues (2011) in an interview study of music mentors found that whilst music making acted as a ‘hook’ in terms of initial project engagement, it was frequently the building of a trusting and non-judgemental relationship between a young person and their mentor that supported change.
Several theories have focused on music’s importance in relation to social cohesion. Sloboda (1985) has speculated that music making is ‘rewarding’ because participating in it generates social bonding and cultural coherence. Its role in a range of ceremonies supports this view (Roederer, 1984). Its survival value lies in synchronising the mood of many individuals who can then collectively take action to strengthen their means of protection and defend themselves from attack (Dowling & Harwood, 1986). Moving together rhythmically in music and dance may reinforce this process (Kogan, 1997). This theoretical approach suggests that music reinforces ‘groupishness’, the formation and maintenance of group identity, collective thinking, synchronisation and catharsis (the collective expression and experience of emotion) (Brown, 1991), assisting in the forming of coalitions, the promotion of co-operative behaviour and the creating of potential for hostility towards out-groups. Cross (2003) takes these arguments further. Drawing on the work of Smith and Szathmary (1995), who maintain that human culture constitutes one of the main transitions in evolution, and the work of Mithen (1996) that suggests that the appearance of homo sapiens is marked by the emergence of a flexible cross-domain cognitive capacity, he argues that:

‘music is uniquely fitted to have played a significant role in facilitating the acquisition and maintenance of the skill of being a member of a culture – of interacting socially with others - as well as providing a vehicle for integrating our domain-specific competences so as to endow us with the multi-purpose and adaptive cognitive capacities which make us human.’ (2003:52)

Support for the importance of group music making in relation to social cohesion comes from research by Hove and Risen (2009) who have demonstrated how short term exposure to music and tapping in synchrony is able to create social cohesion and increased affiliation. Similar findings have emerged from research with fourteen month old infants who were bounced either in synchrony with the experimenter they were facing or at a faster or slower tempo. Those bounced in synchrony were subsequently more likely to help the experimenter when she dropped objects which were needed to complete a task than those bounced out of synchrony. Experiencing musical rhythms with others seems to be important for social development in infants and promoting social bonding
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between infants and their caregivers (Trainor, 2014). The pleasure of performing in temporal synchrony with others is also likely to have wide-ranging consequences for wellbeing and overall functioning (McNeill, 1995).

Group music-making involves a strong ‘element of sociability’ (Finnegan, 1989: 328) and the links between music and social bonding (Cross, 2009; Hagen & Bryant, 2003) and music and emotion (Juslin & Slloboda, 2001) may contribute to explaining why group music making enhances perceived wellbeing.

Some research has been undertaken exploring the impact of active music making on social cohesion in schools. Early research in Switzerland showed that increasing the amount of classroom music within the curriculum did not have a detrimental effect on language and reading skills despite a reduction in time in these lessons (Spychiger, et al., 1993; Zulau, 1993) and there was an increase in social cohesion within class, greater self-reliance, better social adjustment and more positive attitudes in the children. These effects were particularly marked in low ability, disaffected pupils (Spychiger et al., 1993).

More recently, Eerola and Eerola (2013) tested whether music education could create social benefits within the school environment in Finland. The quality of school life was assessed with 735 participating pupils some of whom were engaged in extended music classes commencing at age nine. Inclusion in the classes was selective with children having to sing a solo and repeat rhythmic and melodic patterns in order to be accepted. Once in the classes the children had an average of three extra music lessons per week (about four hours compared with 1.4 hours). The impact of the extended musical classes was assessed when the children were in Year 3 (baseline) and Year 6. A standardised self-assessment measure of Quality of School Life (Linnakyla & Malin, 1997) containing 29 items including general satisfaction with school, teacher student relations, status in class, identity in class, achievement and opportunity, and negative affect was used. Five items were added to assess classroom climate. While most measures were the same in Year 3 the extended music group had higher attainment scores for maths and Finnish language and literature. By Year 6 the extended music groups had higher scores for climate in the classroom, were generally more satisfied with school life, had a sense of achievement and felt they had opportunities. These outcomes may have occurred as a result of attending a class where others shared an interest, through the appreciation by others of public performances, the experience of intense emotional experiences from music, feelings of affiliation and the pro-social effects of joint musical activities.
Group music making may also contribute to feelings of social inclusion (Minguella & Buchanan, 2009). In a national study of 2000 children in the UK those who were relatively more skilled and developed in their musical understanding and performance were also statistically highly likely to report themselves as being more socially included (Welch et al., 2009). Rinta and colleagues (2011) explored the connections between children's musical backgrounds and their feelings of social inclusion in the UK and Finland. One hundred and ten 8-11 year old children participated in the research. The children felt more socially included when they played a musical instrument or sang with their friends. Statistically significant connections were found between the regularity of group music making and singing activities and feelings of social inclusion. The more frequent the engagement in social musical activities the more socially included the children felt. Other research has indicated that music festivals with students performing to the public can be used to promote feelings of social inclusion and reduce absenteeism in Roma children (Almau, 2005), while folksongs have been used in Israel to bring Palestinian and Jewish children and their families together during cross-community school visits (Lichman, 2006; Lichman & Sullivan, 2000).

One strand of research has explored how group music making can support the social inclusion of refugee children. In an Australian school catering for newly arrived immigrants, music has been used to support acculturation and integration (Marsh, 2012a, 2012b). The children aged 12-18 participated in musical activities designed to provide opportunities for cultural maintenance, cross-cultural transmission and verbal and nonverbal communication with a view to developing interpersonal connections, social cohesion and student empowerment through varied learning, teaching, and performance opportunities. One area which emerged as important in achieving these outcomes was the participation in performance in a major school concert. Key outcomes for students included feelings of belonging to the school community, the wider Australian community, as well as to a global music community disseminated through various technological media (Marsh, 2012a, 2012b).

Group music making also offers the opportunity to engage in wider cultural experiences, explore new ideas, places and perspectives and support social cohesion through broadening experience (Israel, 2012). These not only benefit participants but also increase parents’ attendance at cultural events and their exposure to culture more generally (Creech et al., 2013).

Participating in group music making can encourage tolerance and the development of social ethics, for instance, there is evidence that music participation can increase acceptance of children with intellectual impairments (Humpal, 1991; Jellison et al., 1984). Concern with wider
community issues may also be enhanced. Miszka (2010) investigated the relationships between participation in a range of musical ensembles and community ethics in a very large sample of pupils in over 600 schools. Music participation was related to community ethics including having strong friendships, helping people in the community and working to correct social and economic inequalities. Wiltermutt and Heath (2009) showed that students in the USA scored higher on a weak-linked coordination exercise and a public good game after singing along with a song played on headphones compared to no singing or forced asynchronous singing.

Group music making clearly has the potential to promote social cohesion and support inclusion. Making music with others creates bonds which are not easily created in other ways. This process may also lead participating individuals to become more tolerant and accepting of others and increase their beliefs in social ethics.
Pro-social behaviour and team work

One of the most frequently cited benefits of group music making is its impact on pro-social behaviour. From an evolutionary perspective, Hagen and Bryant (2003) have argued that group music making and dancing evolved as group displays signalling intentional stability in the group’s ability to act collectively establishing meaningful relationships between groups. Huron (2001; 2003) has also suggested that music and dance act as effective tools to establish and maintain social bonds and pro-social commitment among members of social groups increasing co-operation and pro-social behaviour. In the El Sistema programme intensive ensemble activities are seen as a rich opportunity for nurturing positive citizenship skills, including ‘respect, equality, sharing, cohesion, team work, and, above all, the enhancement of listening as a major constituent of understanding and cooperation’ (Majno, 2012, p. 58).

There is evidence of the impact of active group music making on pro-social behaviour in young children. For instance, Kirschner and Tomasello (2009; 2010) studied four year olds in tasks requiring identical skills in musical and non-musical conditions. Joint music making enhanced cooperation and helpful behaviour. The research also showed the importance of working with others in developing musical skills. The children were better able to drum along to a beat when the drum was played by an instructor than when it was played mechanically or they were exposed to an audio recording only.

The El Sistema programme and projects inspired by it where children experience intensive and prolonged engagement in an orchestral community facilitate pro-social behaviour. Slevin and Slevin (2013) suggest that El Sistema and Sistema inspired programmes offer a safe and nurturing space where children learn what it means to pursue an ideal. They argue that this team work where the goal depends on individual effort enables personal development. Similarly, Lewis and colleagues (2011) revealed improvements in social skills and the development of positive group identity in a Sistema inspired programme. Pupil surveys administered two years apart indicated statistically significant change in relation to social skills and relationships. Children reported how they tried to help others and take turns. Interviews with parents and teachers reinforced these findings. In Ireland, after three years, a Sistema inspired programme was found to foster a strong positive group identity. When
asked to design a new school crest every child produced a design that included a musical symbol (Kenny & Moore, 2011). Parents and others in evaluations by Campe and Kaufman (2013) and Savoie (2012) indicated that playing in Sistema inspired musical groups supported students in their social development providing an important scaffold for developing collaborative skills. These skills transferred to other school and home settings. Many of the evaluations of Sistema inspired programmes in the USA also refer to enhanced peer relationships, demonstrating respect and having consideration for others. Because of their experiences in orchestras and ensembles participants understood the importance of working co-operatively (see Creech et al., 2013). Galarce and colleagues (2012) based on findings from focus group data found that students participating in a Sistema inspired programme in the Caribbean demonstrated improved social skills, cooperation, team work, communication and a protective social network after only six months of participation. Quantitative data showed that students were significantly less likely to get angry and be aggressive and be less involved in teasing, shoving, hitting, kicking or fighting. Similarly, Bergerson and Motto (2013) found that students experienced greater empathy for students who shared their interests. This was supported by evidence from other El Sistema and Sistema inspired programmes (see Creech et al., 2013) although there were exceptions. For instance, Villalba (2010) found that some students did not feel completely integrated and others were bored. This suggests that the nature of the musical activities plays an important role in mediating any wider non-musical outcomes.

Research in the USA has shown that involvement in group music activities in the high school helps individuals learn to support each other, maintain commitment and bond together for group goals (Sward, 1989). The benefits of band participation have been reported to include accomplishment, appreciation, discipline, fun, active participation and maturing relationships (Brown, 1980). Ninety-five per cent of parents of non-band participants believed that band provided educational benefits not found in other classrooms and seventy-eight per cent agreed that band was more educational than extra-curricular. Band directors talked in general terms about the benefits of discipline, teamwork, co-ordination, development of skills, pride, lifetime skills, accomplishment, cooperation, sense of belonging, responsibility, self-expression, creativity, performance, companionship, building character and personality, social development and enjoyment.

In the UK, peripatetic instrumental teachers working in schools have reported considerable benefits of learning to play an instrument including the development of social skills; gaining a love and enjoyment of music; developing team-work; developing a sense of achievement, confi-
dence and self-discipline; and developing physical co-ordination (Hallam and Prince, 2000). Being involved in the extra-curricular rehearsal and performance of a school show has been shown to facilitate the development of friendships with like-minded individuals and make a contribution to social life through a widespread awareness of the show by non-participants (Pitts, 2007). Such participation increased pupils' confidence, social networks and sense of belonging, despite the time commitment which inevitably impinged on other activities. Reflecting on previous and current group music making activities, university music students have reported benefits in terms of pride in being an active contributor to a group outcome, developing a strong sense of belonging, gaining popularity and making friends with 'like-minded' people, and the enhancement of social skills (Kokosaki & Hallam, 2007; 2011). A study of 84 members of a college choral society showed that eighty-seven per cent believed that they had benefitted socially, seventy-five per cent emotionally, and forty-nine per cent spiritually. Meeting new people, feeling more positive, and being uplifted spiritually were all referred to (Clift & Hancox, 2001).

Several studies have focused on promoting pro-social behaviour in adults. Working in musical groups has been found to promote feelings of belonging, social adjustment, trust and co-operation among co-workers. Anshel and Kipper (1988) found that adult Israeli males co-operated better in a prisoner dilemma game and scored higher on questionnaire of trust after a group singing lesson compared to passive music listening and other non-musical activities. In Northern Ireland, Odena (2010) studied the perceptions of 14 key practitioners engaged in musical activities in cross community settings working with protestant and catholic groups. The interview data showed that cross community music education projects were an effective means of addressing prejudice amongst young people. However, the specific contexts of each setting can set limits on what can be achieved.

Within small musical groups social relationships and the development of trust and respect are crucial for their functioning (Davidson & Good, 2002; Davidson & King, 2004; Goodman, 2000; Young & Colman, 1979). For long-term success rehearsals have to be underpinned by strong social frameworks as interactions are typically characterised by conflict and compromise related mainly to musical content and its co-ordination, although some interactions are of a more personal nature (e.g. approval) (Murningham & Conlon, 1991; Young & Colman, 1979); the smaller the group the more important personal friendship seems to be.
Making music with others in small and large groups requires team work, particularly when music is to be performed. Team work relies on participating individuals supporting each other and developing trust and respect. Group music making provides an ideal vehicle for developing pro-social, team working skills.
Empathy and emotional intelligence

Members of musical groups have to pay attention to the actions and intentions of the other players and their physical and emotional states (Cross et al., 2012). This promotes states of togetherness (Huron, 2001; 2003; Cross, 2009). Understanding the emotional state of others is key to developing empathy, the ability to produce appropriate responses to the situation of others that approximate their responses and experiences as well as an awareness and identification of their emotions (Lieberman, 2007). Cross and colleagues (2012) suggest that there are empathy-promoting musical components which can lead to shared intentionality and understanding of others’ intentions, the adoption of a common object of attention (Tomasello et al., 2005) and to intersubjectivity (Rabinowitch et al., 2012).

There is some evidence for the development of increased empathy in children through musical participation. Hietolahtianstoen and Kalliospiska (1990) surveyed 12 year old children who had been musically active for about six years and same-age control children with no musical activity and found that the musically trained children scored significantly higher on scores of empathy. Pre-school and primary school children who participated in a special music-empathy programme that highlighted the importance of empathy through singing and composing songs about empathy as well as discussing how children empathise also demonstrated high empathy levels (Kalliospiska & Ruokonen, 1986; 1993; Kalliospiska & Tiitinen, 1991). Rabinowitch and colleagues (2013) studied 52 children aged 8-11 years who were randomly assigned to musical activities, games or acted as a control group. The musical intervention consisted of a range of musical games which were designed to encourage musical interactions and working together creatively. Entrainment games were designed to encourage rhythmic coordination, and imitation games to highlight imitative and gestural encounters, shared intentionality and inter-subjectivity. The children took a battery of tests at the beginning and end of the study which included three measures of emotional empathy. Two out of three of the empathy measures increased in the music group children.

Related to empathy is the concept of emotional sensitivity. As music is closely linked with the emotions it is possible that active music making may have the capacity to increase emotional sensitivity (Hunter and
Schellenberg 2010). For instance, Resnicow and colleagues (2004) found that there was a relationship between the ability to recognise emotions in performances of classical piano music and measures of emotional intelligence which required individuals to identify, understand, reason with and manage emotions using hypothetical scenarios. The two were significantly correlated which suggests that identification of emotion in music performance draws on some of the same skills that make up everyday emotional intelligence. There is also evidence that music training enhances sensitivity to emotions in speech (Thompson et al., 2004). Similarly, Schellenberg and Mankarious (2012) studied the relationship between understanding emotions and music training in 60 7-8 year olds. The musically trained children had at least eight months of formal training out of school mainly through private individual lessons. The findings showed a positive association between music training and emotional ability, although this seemed to be mediated by higher levels of general intelligence.

Some of the research exploring the relationships between music making and emotional intelligence has had mixed findings. This seems to depend on whether emotional intelligence is being measured as a trait (a behavioural disposition) or as an ability (skill in processing emotional information and using it in everyday life. Music training seems to be more related to emotional intelligence as a trait (Petrides et al., 2006) rather than an ability (Trimmer & Cuddy, 2008; Schellenberg, 2011b). For instance, Schellenberg (2011b) studied 196 undergraduates ranging in age from 17-26 years with at least eight years of extracurricular private music lessons or no lessons. The musically trained participants had higher scores on measures of intelligence than their untrained counterparts but this did not extend to an ability based measure of emotional intelligence.

The evidence suggests that group music making can support the development of empathy and emotional intelligence although the evidence relating to the latter is less clear. This is in part because emotional intelligence is a contested concept. While music seems to be related to trait emotional intelligence which is conceptualised as an element of personality (Petrides & Furnham, 2001) it does not seem to have a relationship with the process conception where it is viewed as being able to perceive, understand, process and regulate emotional information (Salovey & Mayer, 2004).
Psychological well-being

The benefits of active engagement with music in relation to psychological well-being across the lifespan are well documented (Rickard & McFerran, 2012). Positive associations between music engagement and health and well-being are evident in adolescents (e.g. Miranda & Gaudreau, 2011), adults (e.g. Greasley and Lamont, 2006; Saarikallio, 2011) and the elderly (e.g. Creech et al., 2014; Hallam et al., 2014; Hays & Mininchiello, 2005; Laukka, 2007). Music is increasingly being recognised for its beneficial effects on physical health and wellbeing (Hanser, 2010; MacDonald et al, 2012; Pelletier, 2004).

Since the 1980s a considerable body of research has demonstrated the relationship between music-making and subjective well-being (Clift et al., 2010; Lehmberg & Fung, 2010). In addition to encouraging social participation, group singing has been found to reduce anxiety and depression (Houston et al., 1998; Lally, 2009; Sandgren, 2009; Wise et al., 1992; Zanini & Leao, 2006). People from a range of different backgrounds can experience benefits to their emotional and physical well-being from making music with an increased sense of self-worth and enhanced social skills and wider social networks (Bailey & Davidson, 2002; 2003; 2004).

Babies born premature or underweight can benefit from the stimulation of music (Caine, 1991; Cassidy & Standley, 1995). Music can significantly reduce the frequency and duration of episodes of inconsolable crying as well as lead to improvement in physiological measures including heart rate, respiration rate, oxygen saturation and mean arterial pressure (Keith et al., 2009; Loewy, 2014). When entrained with a premature infant’s observed vital signs, sound and lullabies can improve feeding behaviours and sucking patterns and increase prolonged periods of quiet alert states. Music therapy with hospitalized infants has also shown robust results in relation to infants’ capacity to self-regulate and engage in social interaction with adults compared to infants in a control group with no music therapy (Malloch et al., 2012). Music can also be used to promote well-being in healthy six-month old infants (Trehub, 2014).

One strand of research has explored the potential benefits of engagement with music on wellbeing within the family, particularly in young children, where musicality has been argued to be intrinsic to communi-
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cation between parents and infants (Malloch & Tervarthen, 2009). Parents have been found to use music to support other activities and to create a calm and soothing environment prior to sleep times in addition to participating in child-centred musical activities (Lamont, 2008). Parent-child music therapy efficacy studies indicate that joint active music participation supports improved child-parent interactions and enhances impulse control and self-regulation skills (Pasiali, 2012). Social and communication skills have also been shown to improve with parent-child music therapy (e.g. Mackenzie & Hamlett, 2005; Nicholson et al., 2010; Walworth, 2009) For instance, de Gratzer (1999) in a ten month action research project of group music making between parents and toddlers demonstrated non-verbal communication between parent and child was enhanced. Williams and colleagues (2012) examined the effectiveness of a short-term group music therapy intervention for 201 parents of children with disabilities and explored the factors associated with better outcomes for participating families. Pre- and post-intervention parental questionnaires and clinician observation measures were completed to examine outcomes of parental wellbeing, parenting behaviours, and child development. Significant improvements pre to post intervention were found for parent mental health, child communication and social skills, parenting sensitivity, parental engagement with child and acceptance of child, child responsiveness to parent, and child interest and participation in program activities. There was also evidence for high parental satisfaction and social benefits to families.

Research with disadvantaged children and their parents has also demonstrated benefits of participation in musical activities. For instance, Nicholson and colleagues (2008) explored the effectiveness of a 10-week group music therapy program on 358 parents who were socially disadvantaged, young or had a child with a disability. The children were aged 0-5 years. Musical activities were used to promote positive parent-child relationships and children’s behavioural, communicative and social development. Significant improvements were found for therapist-observed parent and child behaviours, parent-reported irritable parenting, educational activities in the home, parent mental health, child communication and social play skills.

El Sistema programmes and those inspired by El Sistema prioritise the psychological and physical well-being of their students. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that evaluations show that the programmes offer a safe and structured environment which ensures that children are occupied and at reduced risk of participating in less desirable activities (Creech et al, 2013). Evaluations of individual programmes report strengthening children’s sense of individual and group identity, of children taking pride in their accomplishments, of an enhancement in de-
termination and persistence and of children being better able to cope with anger and express their emotions more effectively. Children value their participation as a social activity, a way to enjoy music with others, strengthened friendships with peers, working in teams and acquiring musical skills. In the UK, Lewis and colleagues (2011) showed that participants had enhanced social listening skills and were more settled in school. Parents reported that the children had grown in confidence, had more positive attitudes and their behaviour was better. The parents suggested that this was because the children were proud of their musical achievements and because the programme offered opportunities for developing social skills and discipline. Teachers also indicated that pupils had a greater sense of purpose and self-confidence. Also in the UK, Smithhurst (2011) and Burns and Berwick (2012) found enhanced confidence, social skills and general wellbeing as outcomes of participation in addition to raised aspirations. Programmes in Scotland and Ireland also showed enhanced confidence, happiness, team working skills, aspirations, self discipline, concentration, focus, engagement with learning and behaviour (GEN, 2011a; 2011b; Kenny and Moore, 2011). Similarly, Wald (2011) researching two Sistema inspired programmes in Argentina found evidence of enhanced self-esteem, self-worth, self-confidence, pride, motivation, commitment, social responsibility and socialisation. Comparing programmes in Venezuela and the USA, Uy (2010) reported improvements in focus, discipline, time management, relaxation and coping, communication, the ability to work with others, academic performance and aspirations, creative thinking and self-esteem. Similar findings were reported for other programmes (for a review see Creech et al., 2013).

Research on the impact of music making on ‘looked after children’ in the UK has shown that engagement in high quality music-making projects can support the development of resilience in dealing with the challenges that they face. In a review of the evidence, Dillon (2010) showed that music-making could contribute to improved negotiation skills and cooperative working; learning to trust peers; developing the capacity for self-expression and a stronger sense of self awareness; increased self-discipline and responsibility; a sense of achievement; feelings of belonging and shared identity; and the opportunity to make friends and develop positive relationships with adults. Music making provided respite from problems and opportunities to have fun. In addition, there was evidence of increased confidence in terms of personal development and the acquisition of a wide range of skills (Dillon, 2010). In Norway, Waaktaar and colleagues (2004) in a study of young people who had experienced
serious and/or multiple life stresses found that a music programme was able to enhance resilience in a group of 15 year old males who had behavioural difficulties. Four central characteristics of resilience, positive peer relations, self-efficacy, coherence and creativity were developed by the young men as they produced a music video for public viewing.

Some research has focused on the role that music can play in supporting the healing of those who have been traumatized. Hesser and Heinemann (2010) provide examples of music projects which have supported the social inclusion of refugees and others who have experienced severe trauma. Several authors have documented the benefits of creative musical activity for children who have experienced war (Osborne, 2009; Heidenrich, 2005; Sutton, 2002) as means of developing self-esteem, trust, identity and social cohesion in a range of countries including Bosnia-Herzegovina, Georgia, Sierra Leone, Rwanda and Palestine. These projects have allowed reflection and the expression of feelings. Some projects have also included dance supporting refugees or displaced young people in Sierra Leone, Ghana, and Slovenia. These programmes supported the development of communication, empowered young people, gave them a sense of belonging and relief and supported identity development (Harris, 2007; Jones et al., 2004; Lederach & Lederach, 2010; Pesek, 2009). Zharinova-Sanderson (2004) reported work with traumatised refugees in Berlin at the Centre for the Treatment of torture victims. Music therapy in this context helped young people to use their own cultural music to adjust to their new culture, while performance opportunities allowed audience members to see beyond traumatised refugees to real people. In Sierra Leone, Gonsalves (2010) worked with traumatised young girls who had been forced to fight and serve as spies, soldier-wives, and camp followers. Through song the girls communicated their emotional and material needs, histories, fears and current difficulties. Creative musical interaction supported increased understanding, re-engagement and connections with others and promoted healing empowering the participants.

Overall, there is considerable evidence that actively making music with others can promote psychological well-being. These benefits are apparent in infants, young children through to old age and include those facing particular life challenges.
Personal development and self-beliefs

The beliefs that we hold about ourselves including those related to our identity make a major contribution to our sense of well-being. At any point in time, an individual may hold multiple identities depending on their current social context. Identities constantly evolve as they are challenged and re-constructed based on the feedback that is received from interactions with others. These may be complementary or contradictory. Historically, the term self-concept was used to refer to how individuals perceived and evaluated themselves in different areas of their lives. In the same way that an individual can hold multiple identities, the self-system is made up of a number of self-images including those relating to self-esteem, self-efficacy, ideal selves and possible selves. These are often context or situation specific and develop in interaction with the environment (Hallam, 2009; in press). Active engagement with music can support the development of musical and other identities and can also impact on self-beliefs. Depending on feedback received from others the impact may be positive or negative.

In the UK, Harland (2000) showed that the most frequent overall influences on pupils derived from engagement with the arts in school were related to personal and social development. In music those who played instruments referred to an increase in self-esteem and sense of identity. In the evaluation of a national singing programme involving in the region of 6000 children, Welch (2010) found that those participating had more positive self-concepts than non-participating children. There was a positive linear relationship between singing development and self-concept. University students looking back on their previous musical experiences at school have highlighted the contribution of making music to the development of a strong sense of self-esteem and satisfaction. They reported enhanced personal skills encouraging the development of self-achievement, self-confidence and intrinsic motivation. A further study with non-music students who had previously participated in musical groups established similar benefits with a particular preoccupation with the impact of group music making on the self and personal development (Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2007; 2011).

Research on school band participation in the USA found benefits in terms of self-confidence and self-esteem (Brown, 1980; 1985). Ninety-one per cent of non-band parents, seventy-nine per cent of non-band
students, ninety per cent of drop-out band parents and eighty-two per cent of drop out band students agreed that participating in a band built self-esteem, self-confidence and a sense of accomplishment. A study by the Norwegian Research Council for Science and Humanities found high correlations between positive self-perception, cognitive competence score, self-esteem, and interest and involvement in school music (Lillemyr, 1983), while Whitwell (1977) argued that creative participation in music improves self-image, self-awareness, and creates positive self-attitudes. Similar findings have been found with urban black middle school students (Marshall, 1978).

Dege and colleagues (2014) undertook a study exploring the relationships between the number of music lessons experienced and a child’s academic self-concept. Data were collected from 92 children aged 12-14 with varied musical backgrounds. Multiple regression analyses which took into account socio-economic status, gender, non-musical out of school activities, grade, IQ and months of music lessons showed that music lessons contributed significantly to the prediction of academic self-concept scores and significantly improved the fit of the model. There was a significant positive association between music lessons and academic self-concept even when confounding variables were controlled for.

In an intervention study, Rickard and colleagues (2013) studied the impact on over 350 young children (grades 1 and 3) of Kodaly music classes for the youngest children with instrumental classes (predominantly strings-based) introduced for the older children in comparison with controls. The findings showed that school-based music classes prevented a decline in global self-esteem measures experienced by the control group in both the younger and older cohorts, and in general and academic self-esteem for the older cohort. The data suggested that increasing the frequency and quality of arts-based activities can be beneficial for the self-esteem of primary school-aged children. However, Hartas (2011) found no relation between parent-reported frequency of singing songs and rhymes or playing music at three years and teacher rated performance on social emotional development at 5 years.

There is some evidence that students who participate in musical activities talk more with their parents and teachers and their parents were more likely to talk with friends’ parents. Broh (2002) concluded that these social benefits were likely to lead to higher self-esteem in the children in turn leading to increased motivation and self-efficacy.

El Sistema and Sistema inspired programmes have prioritised the personal and social development of participants and many of the evaluations
point to the positive impact on self-beliefs (e.g. Esqurea Torres, 2001; 2004; Galarce et al., 2012; Israel, 2012; Uy, 2010). However, Lewis and colleagues (2011) found no significant changes in self-esteem over time, although comparisons of the self-esteem of children in the two participating schools where there were differences at the beginning of the project had disappeared by the time of the second survey. Lower scoring pupils benefitted the most. Lopez and Berrios (2007) showed that El Sistema orchestras were perceived as providing a positive space for self-affirmation and identity formation. Participation was perceived to show openness to new realities and values, tolerance to diversity, the development of personal identity, and self-affirmation. Creec and colleagues (2013) attributed the impact on self-esteem to recognition by participants of their own abilities and these being acknowledged by families and friends.

Some research has focused on interventions with children who are experiencing particular problems. For instance, Choi and colleagues (2010) investigated the effects of group music activities on children exhibiting highly aggressive behaviour. Forty-eight children were allocated to either a music intervention group or a control group. The music intervention group engaged in 50 minutes of musical activities twice weekly for 15 consecutive weeks. By the end of the programme, the music intervention group showed significant reduction in aggression and improvement in self-esteem compared with the control group. Thomas (2014) undertook a qualitative case study of two children with social, emotional and behavioural difficulties, one who exhibited withdrawn behaviour, the other poor behaviour. Intervention music lessons over a period of one year benefitted the children in terms of personal competence (self-regulation, self-confidence, self-esteem), task competence (enjoyment, engagement, motivation), and social competence (collaboration, social connectedness).

Music therapy studies with young autistic children have shown enhanced social verbal and communication skills and emotional development (Dezfoolian et al., 2013; Hillier et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2009; Oldfield, 2006). One project exploring the impact of musical engagement on 35 young people with special educational needs following a summer residential programme found statistically significant increases with a large effect size for self-esteem, emotional well-being, resilience and life satisfaction. Girls seemed to benefit more than boys (NPC, 2012).

A further strand of research has considered whether there are benefits of music participation for children from deprived communities in terms of enhanced self-esteem. The findings are mixed. For instance, Costa-Giomi (2004) randomly assigned 9-year-olds to three years of individual piano lessons or a no-lessons control group. The two groups did not
differ in self-esteem at any point in time. In another study of children who received a two year music intervention, the treatment and control groups did not differ in self-esteem at the beginning or end of the study (Portowitz et al., 2009). In these studies the children received individual music instruction and were not engaged in group music making. In contrast, Devroop (2012) investigated the social-emotional impact of group instrumental music instruction on 84 disadvantaged South African students over a period of two years. The findings showed that there were generally increased levels of self-esteem, optimism, happiness and perseverance after participation in an instrumental music programme.

There is mixed evidence regarding the impact of active engagement with music on self-beliefs. This is not surprising as self-belief systems depend on feedback received from others. If feedback about the development of musical skills and performance is positive then self-beliefs will be enhanced. If this is not the case then no enhancement will occur. If feedback is critical then there could be a negative impact.
There has been increasing interest recently in the role of music in health in particular in trying to understand the ways that music can impact on wellbeing and physical health and the extent of the possible benefits (for recent reviews on a range of issues see MacDonald et al., 2012). The impact of music on psychological wellbeing and subsequently good health is largely, although not exclusively, through the emotions it evokes which can be wide ranging (for a review see Juslin and Sloboda, 2010). Music seems to elicit emotions and change moods through its stimulation of the autonomic nervous system. Bodily responses related to emotion include changes in dopamine, serotonin, cortisol, endorphin, and oxytocin levels (see van Eck et al., 1996). These can all affect physical health. Results from a range of experimental, observation, and animal studies support this (e.g. Kubzansky, 2009). In addition to the impact that music can have on emotions it has also long been known that listening to music has a wide range of physiological effects on the human body including changes in heart rate, respiration, blood pressure, skin conductivity, skin temperature, muscle tension, and biochemical responses (see Kreutz & Lotze, 2008).

Music has a particular role in the reduction of stress and anxiety and related to this the reduction of pain and the strengthening of the immune system. Significant reductions in cortisol levels, a psychophysiological measure of stress have been found in healthy adults listening to particular kinds of music (Fukui & Yamashita, 2003; Kreutz et al., 2004; Mockel et al., 1994) when actively making music (Beck et al., 2000) and in clinical contexts (e.g. Le Roux et al., 2007; Spintge, 2012). Music listening can reduce the amount of sedative drugs required in hospital (Conrad et al., 2007) and support recovery after surgery also reducing the need for pain relief medication (Nelson et al., 2008; Spintge & Droh, 1992; Spintge, 2012; Vollert et al., 2003).

Making or listening to music may also impact on the immune system (e.g. Beck et al., 2000; Kuhn, 2002; Kreutz et al., 2004; Beck et al., 2006), can play a therapeutic role in supporting improvement in speech impairments (Pilon et al., 1998; Thaut et al., 2001), support rehabilitation of motor movements (LaGasse & Thaut, 2012) and improve the quality, range, and speed of movements (Schneider et al., 2007).
There also seem to be some general health benefits of participating in making music for older people including lower mortality rates (Byrgen et al., 1996; Hyypa and Maki, 2001; Konlann et al., 2000; Johansson et al., 2001), a lack of deterioration in physical health (Hillman, 2002; Cohen et al., 2006; 2007) with fewer visits to the doctor and less use of medication. Music making also contributes to perceived good health, quality of life, and mental well-being (Coffman and Adamek, 1999; Kahn, 1998; Vanderark et al., 1983; Wise et al., 1992), while playing the piano exercises the heart as much as a brisk walk (Parr, 1985).

Early reviews of the research with adult singers have concluded that there can be a range of health and well-being benefits of participating in a choir (Clift et al., 2008; Stacey et al., 2002), although subsequent reviews are more cautious (see Clift, 2012). Perceived benefits include physical relaxation and release of physical tension; emotional release and reduction of feelings of stress; a sense of happiness, positive mood, joy, elation, and feeling high; a sense of greater personal, emotional and physical well-being; an increased sense of arousal and energy; stimulation of cognitive capacities – attention, concentration, memory and learning; an increased sense of self-confidence and self-esteem; a sense of therapeutic benefit in relation to long-standing psychological and social problems; a sense of exercising systems of the body through the physical exertion involved, especially the lungs; a sense of disciplining the skeletal-muscular system through the adoption of good posture; being engaged in a valued, meaningful worthwhile activity that gives a sense of purpose and motivation. There is every reason to suppose that these benefits would also apply to children.

Some research has focused on the impact of active engagement with music on children who are hospitalised (for reviews see Klassen et al., 2008; Preti, 2013; Preti & McFerran, 2014). Commonly, music in paediatric settings is used to enhance the wellbeing of young patients. Children and young people benefit in terms of enhanced relaxation (Malone, 1996; Daveson, 2001; Longhi & Pickett, 2008), providing distraction (Robb, 2003; Caprilli et al., 2007; Hendon & Bohon, 2008) and helping them to talk about the hospital experience and develop coping strategies (Froehlich 1984; Brodsky, 1989; Robb, 2000; 2003). Familiar music can reduce anxiety associated with the hospital environment (Preti and Welch, 2011) and can reduce children’s stress during painful procedures (Vohra & Nilsson, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2010; Caprilli et al., 2007; Whitehead-Pleaux et al., 2006; Klassen et al., 2008). In some cases music making can reduce or remove the need for sedation (DeLoach Walworth, 2005). Patients react better to music therapy than other therapies (Hendon & Bohon, 2008; Longhi & Pickett, 2008; Longhi et al., 2013). This may be because music therapy is often perceived as fun.
There are also benefits to the families of children in hospital. Parents value being able to participate in musical activities with their child so they can share the experience and open up communication between family members (Lindenfelser et al., 2012). In addition to supporting children during stressful procedures parents are indirectly supported by music creating a more relaxed environment (Preti & Welch, 2004; 2011). There are also benefits for teenagers in participating in music based group programs within hospitals (Bittman et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2005; Nicholson et al., 2008).

**Physical development**

There is relatively little research exploring the impact of active engagement with making music on physical development despite the fact that children and adults frequently respond to music with movement. For instance, Overy (2014) studied the impact of beat on children's natural responses to music and showed that four year old children showed spontaneous, energetic movement responses of highly periodic, repetitive movement patterns such as jumping swaying and twisting often in close synchrony to the auditory beat pattern, although not always in time. She concluded that the human motor system responds powerfully to an auditory beat pattern but there are large individual differences in preferred movements.

Research in the field of neuroscience has shown that extensive instrumental music training affects the anatomy of the brain with greater gray matter volumes in motor-related areas (Elbert et al., 1995; Hyde et al., 2009; Pascual-Leone, 2001) and greater white matter volumes in motor tracts (Bengtsson et al., 2005) with differences emerging after one year of music training (Hyde et al., 2009; Schlaug et al., 2005). There are also very specific differences in relation to the instruments played (Bangert and Schlaug, 2006). Despite this there is very little evidence of whether these changes in the brain transfer to other physical activities, although there is evidence in general that learning to play an instrument improves fine motor skills (Schlaug et al., 2005). Early training may be important as Watanabe and colleagues (2007) showed that musicians who trained before the age of 7 had better performance in a timed motor sequence task than musicians who began training later.

Research has established that using rhythmic accompaniment to support physical education programmes can improve performance. Anshel and Marisi (1978) observed positive results in performance accuracy and endurance when music was rhythmically synchronised with motor performance. Painter (1966) found similar results. Beisman (1967) found
that throwing, catching, jumping and leaping improved when children participated in a programme involving rhythm, while Brown and colleagues (1981) also found that an integrated music and physical education programme improved pre-schoolers motor performance more than movement exploration. Ormond and Miller (1999) found improved visual-motor skills in pre-school children taking music lessons when compared with controls. Derri and colleagues (2001) investigated the effect of a ten week music and movement programme on the quality of locomotor performance in children of 4-6 years and found that the experimental group improved on galloping, leaping, horizontal jump and skipping. A further study showed that the programme compared favourably with free play activities (Deli et al., 2006).
Conclusions

This synthesis of research findings has indicated that there can be many benefits of active engagement in making music. Some of these benefits have a direct relationship with musical activity. These include those relating to:

- aural perception, which in turn supports the development of language and literacy skills;
- enhanced verbal and visual memory skills;
- spatial reasoning which contributes to some elements of mathematics and constitutes part of measured intelligence;
- executive functioning which is implicated in intelligence and academic learning more generally;
- self-regulation which is implicated in all forms of learning requiring extensive practice;
- creativity, particularly where the musical activities are themselves creative; and
- academic attainment.

Currently, the nature of the specific types of musical activity which are implicated in bringing about particular changes are not clear. For instance, research has shown that there are differences in the brains of those playing different instruments (e.g. Bangert & Schlaug, 2006; Pantev et al., 2001). There is also the issue of the quality of the teaching. When the teaching is poor there may be no benefits and even negative outcomes (Rauscher, 2005).

The age of commencement of training may be an important factor. Some neurological changes may only occur if training starts early, in some cases before the age of seven (Amunts et al., 1997; Elbert et al., 1995; Lee et al., 2003; Li et al., 2010; Musacchia et al., 2008; Ozturk et al., 2002; Pantev et al., 1998; 2001; Schlaug et al., 1995b; Trainor et al., 1999; Watanbe et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2007), although not all of the research supports this (Hutchinson et al., 2003; Keenan et al., 2001).

Length and intensity of musical training may be important. For instance, Schlaug and colleagues (2005) found a significant relationship between amount of practice and degree of change in the corpus callosum, while
Hutchinson and colleagues found that lifetime intensity of practice was correlated to cerebellar volume even though age of commencement was not. Several studies have found a relationship between brain stem encoding of music and speech sounds and years of continuous training and or amount of practice (Musacchia et al., 2007; 2008; Wong et al., 2007).

There may also be gender differences in neurological responses to musical activity. Some research has reported neurological changes only in males (Hutchinson et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Luders et al., 2004), although other research has demonstrated structural neurological change in female musicians (Bermudez et al., 2009; Han et al., 2009). The reasons for these differences need to be established.

Absolute pitch may also be a moderating factor. The development of absolute pitch seems to depend on early music training (Levitin and Rogers, 2005; Zatorre, 2003), although it has also been linked to ongoing musical engagement (Wilson et al., 2012). The structural and functional neurological changes related to absolute pitch and the level at which it operates are distinct from those due to music training (Wilson et al., 2009) presenting possible confounding factors in the assessment of training-induced neuroplasticity.

A further issue relates to individual differences. Several studies have found a subset of participants who have not shown the same degree of improvement in related neuroplasticity in auditory training studies (Gaab et al., 2006; Jancke et al., 2001). Genetic factors may be implicated here (Drayna et al., 2001). Some individuals are known to have difficulty in processing pitch (Cuddy et al., 2005; Peretz et al., 2007). There are also differences in sensitivity to music (Martens et al., 2008; Wengenroth et al., 2010). Learning capacity and the motivation to engage in training may be genetically modulated (for a review see Frank & Fossella, 2011) thereby leading to differences in the outcomes of standardised training (Merrett et al., 2013). This does not mean that pre-existing anatomical factors and behavioural skills cannot be modified by training (Foster & Zatorre, 2010; Golestani et al., 2011). It is also likely that differences in musical experiences prior to formal training play a role in the ongoing impact of training on neuroplasticity (Shahin et al., 2004).

Some of the benefits relating to engagement with music depend on the social aspects of group music making including those relating to:

- motivation and re-engagement with education;
- social cohesion and inclusion;
• pro-social behaviour and team work;
• empathy;
• psychological well-being;
• personal development and self-belief;
• physical development; and
• health.

For these benefits to be realised the quality of the interpersonal interactions between participants and those facilitating the musical activities is crucial. The quality of the teaching, the extent to which individuals experience success, whether engaging with a particular type of music can be integrated with existing self-perceptions, and whether overall it is a positive experience will all contribute to whether there is a positive impact.

Some common characteristics of musical programmes which are beneficial seem to be emerging (Creech et al., 2013). The musical activities themselves need to be highly interactive and enjoyable (Stupar, 2012) and have resonance for the participants. There need to be opportunities for developing new skills and performing; acquiring cultural capital; developing interpersonal bonds and solidarity in pursuing shared goals; ongoing intensity and frequency of contact; developing mutual respect; and recognition and rewards for excellence. Receiving positive affirmation from others relating to musical activities, particularly performance is crucial in enhancing self-beliefs, whatever the age of the participants (e.g. Stupar, 2012; Creech et al., 2014). If the performances are in high status cultural venues this also seems to enhance the impact (Stupar, 2012).

Implications for education

The research undertaken to date exploring the wider benefits of making music suggests that:

• active engagement with making music should start early for the greatest benefits to be realised;
• engagement needs to be sustained over a long period of time to maximise the benefits;
• the activities need to include group work;
• opportunities need to be available for performance;
• the quality of teaching needs to be high;
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- the curriculum needs to be broadly based including activities related to pitch and rhythm, singing, instrumental work, composition and improvisation, and the reading of notation;
- to have a positive impact on disaffected and at-risk young people, the musical activities need to be in a genre with which they can relate.
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